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INTRODUCTION 

In the early 1820's when the territory west of the 

Mississippi River opened for settlement, the American South

west captured the attention of North Americans. Moreover, 

the Southwest was to monopolize this attention for the next 

two decades—from the time of the Texas Rebellion through 

the Mexican War of 1846. During the latter twenty-year 

period much literature evolved from the experiences of 

colonists and settlers in Texas and Mexican territory. 

While this literature consisted primarily of travel ac

counts, diaries, and journals, it nonetheless produced a 

rather realistic picture of life on the new frontier and 

portrayed the Mexican American in his natural habitat. Yet 

although most of the chronicles written during this time 

placed great emphasis on the practical trade and commerce 

in Texas and northern Mexico, as well as in southern Cal

ifornia, they often exaggerated the Hispanic traditions 

and extensions of old Spanish culture found in these areas. 

The writers' prejudices, which are often easily de

tected in the documents of this time, clearly illustrate 

the Anglo-Americans' feelings of superiority over the dark-

skinned Mexicans. As Cleve Hallenbeck summarizes the 

situation. 



Nearly all the Anglo-American visitors to Spanish 
New Mexico, prior to the twentieth century, were 
saturated with racial and religious bias that col
ored the writings of even the most conscientious. 
In addition, they appeared to be entirely ignorant 
of such New Mexico history as was available to 
them.l 

As the settlement of New Spain continued, conflicting ideas 

of the proper attitude to be taken toward his new frontier 

arose in American minds. "There was on one hand the rabid 

racialism and mounting ferocity against the 'greaser' and 

on the other the pontifical tone of the doctrine of Manifest 

2 

Destiny." These conflicting forces generated a public in

terest in, and created a market for, the popular Dime Novel, 

a form of popular literature which gave the public an 

image of the Mexican borderlands "which bore little rela-

tionship to what had been happening on the frontier." But 

while these novels used an ample supply of the dialogue and 

humor of the frontier, they usually exaggerated the superi

ority of the Anglo-American and tended to over-criticize 

the Mexican American. The novels have a basic formula for 

plot and characterization: the heroes are dashing blond 

Anglo-Americans; the villains, Mexicans; and the Mexican 

Cleve Hallenbeck, Land of the Conquistadores (Caldwell, 
Idaho: Caxton Printers, Ltd., 1950), p. 324. 

2 
Cecil Robinson, With the Ears of Strangers, the 

Mexican in American Literature (Tucson: The University of 
Arizona Press, 1963), p. 24. 

-̂ Ibid. , p. 25. 



women are always beautiful and enchanting and waiting for 

their Don Juans of the North to rescue them from their 
4 

greasy Mexican suitors. 

While Beadle and Adams were feverishly publishing their 

dime novels, another group of writers was producing "a more 
5 

pretentious literary genre" — a body of Texas romances. 

These romances provide both a good sampling of frontier 

humor and some very realistic sketches of early Texas ranch 

life. At the same time, says Cecil Robinson, the Texas 

romances display just as much "arrogant racialism as do the 

dime novels." 

Although travel accounts, dime novels, and Texas ro

mances flourished during this period, they soon fell under 

the shadow of the more influential literature of the Civil 

War. As the Civil War and Reconstruction era stole the 

attention of North Americans in politics so they did in 

literature also- But not until the more adventurous Ameri

cans became dissatisfied with the new industrial society 

and materialistic establishment which had grown from the 

Reconstruction measures introduced after the Civil War and 

moved westward, was the American Southwest rediscovered by 

Ibid., pp. 25-26. 
5 
Ibid., p. 26. 

^Ibid. 



them as the subject for professional literary subject 

matter. 

A good example is Helen Hunt Jackson's Ramona, which 

excited many Americans confined to the industrialized East, 

providing them "the opportunity to escape the clanging new 

industrialism of the nineteenth-century American by enter-
7 

ing into the pastoral idyl of old California." The novel 

set a precedent of romanticization which was to be observed 

in later Southwestern literature; 

Early in the novel Mrs. Jackson set the tone of 
this life of enchantment. 'It was a picturesque 
life, with more of sentiment and gayety in it, 
more also that was truly dramatic, more romance, 
than will ever be seen again on those sunny 
shores. The aroma of it all lingers there still; 
industries and inventions have not yet slain it; 
it will last out its century . . . .' Here was 
a literary vein which was to be worked with con- Q 
siderable profit by a number of American writers. 

The element of romance that was introduced into Southwestern 

literature by Helen Hunt Jackson was not soon to be over

looked by others. Unlike the earlier literature pertaining 

to this region, this new trend of writing eliminated much of 

the racism and prejudices, paid less attention to the sense 

of the superiority of the Anglo-Americans, placed less empha

sis on commerce, concentrated more on the old Hispanic tra

dition, and the romanticization of the Mexican people— 

^Ibid., p. 136. 

^Ibid., pp. 136-37. 



elements which have continued to color the Southwestern 

regional school of literature. The Mexican American, as a 

literary subject, has likewise continued to suffer a similar 

distortion resulting from the fact of over-romanticization. 

This problem constitutes the subject of this study; 

and in the process of it, the literary role of the Mexican 

American will be examined according to the two main classes 

of his society—the rico and the mestizo— as reflected in 

literature concerning them during the settlement of the 

frontier in the late nineteenth and early twentieth cen

turies. The mestizo class will be taken to include what is 

now the middle class of Mexican society as well as the peon, 

since there is such a very slight difference in their status 

during this period. Because of the lack of serious formal 

sociological studies of the Mexican American during this 

time most of the examples to be used for comparison with the 

purely literary portraits of this social group will be 

drawn from the journals, diaries, and travel accounts of 

early settlers in this area. With regard to fictional 

studies of the Mexican American only the most important 

examples will be examined. For those authors whose major 

work concern primarily life outside the region reference 

will be made only to those of their works of Southwestern 

significance. A large portion of the study will be devoted 

to the works of Harvey Fergusson because of his frequent 



treatment of the Mexican frontier society. Other important 

Southwestern writers who wrote of the Mexican American, and 

who will be considered, are Oliver La Farge and Conrad 

Richter. Though Oliver La Farge tends to write more about 

Indians than Mexicans, his Behind the Mountains (1956) pro

vides a very noteworthy sketch of the feudalistic South

western Mexican American society. Conrad Richter, like 

Willa Gather, has been more widely recognized as an American 

writer generally than as a specialist in Southwestern liter

ature, but both of these authors wrote significant works 

pertaining to the Southwest. Frederic Remington's Pony 

Tracks (1895), generally, provides one of the more realistic 

pictures of the Southwest, in contrast to works of other 

writers and poets, who glamorize the Mexican American as a 

literary subject. 

Among these the most outstanding of the early journals 

and travel accounts are the writings of William Watts Hart 

Davis, Josiah Gregg, George Evans, James O. Pattie, Lewis 

Garrard, and Matt Field. Davis provides a very detailed 

description of every aspect of Mexican life in the mid-

nineteenth century. His very colorful diary. El Gringo or 

New Mexico & Her People, written in 1856 and 1857, is an 

excellent source of information about early New Mexico. 

Gregg's letters and diary, contained in Commerce of the 

Prairies, written in 1844, tend to emphasize commerce, trade. 



and travel more than the actual customs and daily life of 

the people; but they, too, give some outstanding descrip

tions of the early frontier days in New Mexico territory. 

Evans' very descriptive journal, Mexican Gold Trail, the 

Journal of a 49*er, tends to be a bit more prejudiced than 

the others. He is very intolerant of the flamboyance of 

the Mexican people and especially of their moral codes. 

Two other significant journals are those of James 0. Pattie, 

The Personal Narrative of James O. Pattie of Kentucky (1830), 

and Lewis Garrard, Wah-to-Yah and the Taos Trail (1850) , 

who offer some interesting and seemingly valid observations 

of the Mexican society and particularly of the peones. In 

Matt Field's articles written for the New Orleans Picayune 

in 1840 a number of interesting observations of life in the 

Southwest are accurately recorded. 

In the following chapters the rico class of the South

western Mexican society will be examined first. The ricos 

were the rich upper class; the wealthy landowners. The 

ricos represented the old Spanish culture and were of "sangre 

azul"—the blue blood of the original Spanish conquerors. 

They were members of the old aristocracy and were usually 

idealized in Southwestern writing against the background of 

the downfall of the feudal system which prevailed in the 

Southwest. Their role will be examined in terms of the 

patron, the caballero, and typical women members of the 



8 

class, with regard to their respective positions, actions, 

and attitudes. The mestizo, the lower class of the Mexican 

society, was of mixed blood: Spanish, Indian, Anglo-

American, and Negro. He was usually a common laborer; how

ever, the mestizo, too, maintained a certain air of dignity. 

In the literature of the Southwest even the mestizo in his 

lowly state is idealized. 

These two groups most often seen in Southwestern liter

ature differ greatly; yet through an examination of these 

social classes it may be seen that they enjoyed a common 

degree of romanticization in the literature of the Southwest 

of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 



CHAPTER I 

THE IDEALIZATION OF LOS RICOS 

The ricos, who were the aristocratic class of the Amer

ican Southwest, were the direct descendents of the first 

Spanish invaders and took great pride in the preservation 

of this pure bloodline by intermarrying within their social 
9 

class. "Gente de razon these people called themselves, and 

the phrase, ringing with pride, means literally 'the right 

people.' They were also called ricos or rich ones and gente 

fina, the fine people." Most often in literature the 

hidalgo and the caballero represent the rico class. The 

women of this class, who also appear frequently, join with 

the hidalgo and the caballero to provide excellent subjects 

for romantic idealization. 

The feudalistic tradition and its breakdown supplied 

an excellent theme for Southwestern writers. Against the 

background of the downfall of this order, the dignity, honor. 

9 
Supporting material may be found in Ruth Laughlin 

Barker, Caballeros (New York: Appleton-Century, 19 35) , p. 
53, Richard Henry Dana, Jr., Two Years Before the Mast (New 
York: Macmillan Company, 1915), p. 85; in addition to the 
complete works of Harvey Fergusson, Grant of Kingdom (New 
York: William Morrow and Company, 1950) ; and Harvey 
Fergusson, In Those Days, An Impression of Change (New York 
Alfred A. Knopf, 1929). 

Harvey Fergusson, Rio Grande (New York: William 
Morrow and Company, 1955), p. 77. 
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and integrity of the old feudalistic hidalgo are displayed 

by numerous Southwestern writers. Perhaps one of the most 

authentic descriptions of the hidalgo is presented in 

Frederic Remington's Pony Tracks (1895). 

In the haciendas of old Mexico one will find the 
law and custom of the feudal days. All the laws 
of Mexico are in protection of the land-owner. 
The master is without restraint, and the man lives 
dependent on his caprice. The patron of Bavicora, 
for instance, leases land to a Mexican, and it is 
one of the arrangements that he shall drive the 
ranch coach to Chihuahua when it goes. All les
sees of land are obliged to follow the patron to 
war, and, indeed, since the common enemy, the 
Apache, in these parts is as like to harry the 
little as the great, it is exactly to his interest 
to wage the war. Then, too, comes the responsibil
ity of the patron to his people. He must feed 
them in the famine, he must arbitrate their dis
putes, and he must lead them at all times. If 
through improvidence their work-cattle die or give 
out, he must restore them, so that they may con
tinue the cultivation of the land, all of which is 
not altogether profitable in a financial way, as 
we of the North may think, where all business is 
done on the 'hold you responsible, sir,' basis.H 

Thus Remington illustrates that although the tenants were 

dependent upon the patron, the patron was also dependent 

upon his tenants. These tenants felt great respect for their 

patron and exhibited this through their action: "We sat in 

our room one evening," says Remington, "when in filed the 

12 vaqueros and asked to be allowed to sing for the patron." 

Frederic Remington, Pony Tracks (New York: Harper 
and Brothers, 1895), pp. 69-70. 

l^Ibid., p. 74. 
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Remington's description further indicates that the patron 

was not a man to set himself apart from his laborers, but 

served as an overseer working with his men. As a result 

of the patron's fairness, the vaqueros had great respect 

for him and served him loyally. The patron was not boast

ful of his position, only grateful for his possessions and 

position. 

The rico class is the focal point of Harvey Fergusson's 

novel The Conquest of Don Pedro (1954). "More than any 

other American writer," says Cecil Robinson, "Fergusson has 

examined the feudalistic Mexican aristocracy which once 

flourished in the Southwest. He has described it in the 

last moments of its fullest flowering, shown in its decline, 

and recorded its final ruin at the hands of encroaching 

13 Mexican entrepreneurs." In The Conquest of Don Pedro Leo 

Mendes, a Jewish peddler, establishes a store in the Rio 

Grande valley. His shop challenges the tyranny of the 

patron Don Vierra. Mendes' first meeting with Don Vierra 

exemplifies the prominent role of the patron in life. 

It had never occurred to him that any Vierra would 
find him so soon, but his experience told him at 
once this man could only be a Rico. The large, 
well-fed horse and the heavy saddle trimmed with 
bearskin and silver, were enough to make him sure 
of that, and the man who strode through the door 
belonged to a kind he had known for years. There 

13 
Robinson, With the Ears of Strangers, p. 80. 
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was nothing distinctive about his white cotton 
shirt, open at the neck, nor his blue trousers, 
but Leo's practiced eye appraised his boots at 
about thirty-five dollars, his great jingling 
spurs of silver and gun-metal at half as much, 
and knew his wide white hat had come all the 
way from New Jersey by way of the Santa Fe trade 
and was truly the crown of his pride. The man 
was of medium height but seemed taller by reason 
of his high heels and his lofty bearing. In his 
right hand he carried a braided leather quirt, 
and Leo knew its handle was loaded with lead so 
that it could be reversed and used as a weapon. 
The Ricos all loved such whips, symbols of an 
often ruthless authority over man and beast—an 
inherited authority for most of them, supported 
by more pride of birth than by strength.14 

Fergusson's description continues in the same vein of magni

fying and idealization of the patron. 

So he knew the man who stood before him now was 
a proud, truculent man, accustomed to being 
obeyed, regaxded himself as superior by right of 
birth, and he looked the part, with his handsome 
brown face, fine dark eyes, and silky black 
mustache, carefully combed. He carried a little 
too much fat around his jowls and under his belt 
for a man of his age, which was probably not more 
than forty, but nevertheless he contrived to look 
both formidable and dignified as he stood there. 
. . . 15 

It is in passages such as this that one finds the Mexican 

American most typically romanticized. 

Behind the Mountains (1956) records the childhood remi-

niscenes of Consuelo, the wife of Oliver La Farge. In this 

book, as in Fergusson's, the feudalistic establishment is 

14 
Harvey Fergusson, The Conquest of Don Pedro (New 

York: William Morrow and Company, 1954), p. 22. 

l^Ibid., pp. 22-23. 
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again emphasized. Consuelo's father, Don Jose, is a 

"patron in the grand style. He is actuated by a spirit of 

noblesse oblige in his relationship with the many people 

who depend upon him. They on their part respond with a 

16 
sense of loyalty." La Farge presents a realistic pic
ture of Rociada, the hacienda of Don Jose; however, he, 

"because of the quality of emotion that he brings to his 

17 descriptions, presents a pastoral idyl." Although the 

patron suffered from the breakdown of the traditional feu

dalistic system, he did not let this affect his self-esteem. 

He managed to maintain his dignity throughout the trauma of 

his misfortunes. At one point in The Conquest of Don Pedro 

(1954) the hidalgo Don Vierra must borrow money from Leo 

Mendes, a task which proved to be a very painful task for 

him. Although Vierra tried to hide his wounded pride, Leo 

"knew that now he was acquiring a dependent who hated his 

18 dependence, that he was humbling a proud man." 

Very close to the status of the hidalgo in prestige in 

Mexican American society was the caballero. The caballero 

differed from the vaquero in that he was a member of the 

higher caste and was much flashier and not so hard working 

Robinson, With the Ears of Stranger, p. 160. 

Ibid. 

18 
Fergusson, The Conquest of Don Pedro, p. 131. 
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as the latter. The caballero was an excellent horseman and 

19 was very proud of his skill. 

Upon his arrival in New Mexico territory in 1856, 

William Watts Hart Davis recorded a very detailed descrip

tion of the caballero in his mid-nineteenth century 

journal. 

The Spanish costume of the mounted caballero is 
a dress at once both striking and handsome. The 
head is covered with a sombrero with a very wide 
brim, and a high or low crown, to suit the fancy 
of the wearer; a band of tinsel cord surrounds 
it, and on each side is an ornament of silver. 
It is made of plaited grass covered with oiled 
silk, and is a heavy and homely affair. At the 
present day many are made of felt, and are a 
more comfortable covering for the head. The 
jacket is of blue or brown cloth, handsomely em
broidered, and adorned with silver buttons.^^ 

Davis' description of the dress of the caballero continues. 

The pantaloons, called calzones, are the more 
stylish article of a garment. They are also made 
of cloth, and foxed with the same material, of a 
different color. The legs are ornamented with 
silver buttons on the outer seams from the hips 
down, besides two or three silver clasps on each 

19 
Additional information pertaining to the caballero 

may be found in Ruth Laughlin Barker, Caballeros (New York: 
Appleton-Century, 19 35, pp. 53-54; Harvey Fergusson, Wolf 
Song (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1927), p. 60; John 
Charles Fremont, Memoirs of My Life, Including in the Narra' 
tive Five Journeys of Western Exploration during the Years 
1842, 1843-44, 1845-6-7, 1848-49, 1853-4 (Chicago: 
Belford, Clarke, and Company, 1887) , p. 444; and Washington 
Irving, The Adventures of Captain Bonneville, and Wolfert's 
Roost (New York: G. P. Putnam's, 1895). 

William Watts Hart Davis, El Gringo or New Mexico 
& Her People (Santa Fe: The Rydal Press, 1938), p. 62. 
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side near the waistband. Suspenders are dis
pensed with, and in their stead a silk sash or 
scarf is drawn tightly around the waist, with 
the ends hanging down. A pair of embosed leather 
leggins, called betas, are fastened around the 
leg below the knee, to protect the pantaloons. 
They are often richly embroidered, and are orna
mental as well as useful. The personal costume 
is complete with a beautiful serape thrown over 
the shoulder or laid across the saddle-bow. 
They are made wholly of wool, woven in gay colors, 
and some of them cost a hundred dollars. They 
are always carried when mounted, and afford the 
wearer good protection from the weather.^1 

Although this description by Davis seems a bit exag

gerated, it is apparently a rather realistic portrait of the 

Mexican caballero. Appearing in an article written by Matt 

Field for the New Orleans Picayune in 1840 was a very simi

lar description of the caballero. 

We had scarcely exchanged civilities before a 
young cavallero, on a remarkably large and well 
fed mule, with saddle and other gear gorgeously 
decorated with silver, and little bells and orna
ments jingling as he approached, rode up, dis
mounted, and came into the house. This young 
Spaniard was the fine gentleman of Santa Fe, the 
very pink of the aristocracy; we had met him 
before in company with Governor Amijo, and found 
in him a courteousness of demeanor which showed 
that he had been educated in the more civilized 
part of Mexico; therefore his appearance must be 
described.22 

Then Matt Field continues with a vivid description of the 

dress of this young Spaniard. 

^llbid., pp. 62-63. 

22 
Matt Field, Matt Field on the Santa Fe Trail, ed. by 

John E. Sunder (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 
1960), pp. 214-15. 
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His sombrero was an enormous, heavy, bread 
brimmed beaver, with a thick cord of geld wound 
round it several times in place of the simple 
ribbon used by Americans. Beneath this his dark 

? and raven locks (for he had them in perfection, 
and was a fine handsome fellow,) shone with 
dazzling effect, and a painter would have chosen 
him for a model to paint a Macaroni from. His 
jacket of black cloth was covered with frogs and 
braid, and fitted him with exquisite neatness. 
He wore a shirt of American make, or at least not 
differing at all from our fashion, and round his 
neck a very elegant black silk handkerchief. He 
were no vest, two breast pins glittered in his 
bosom, and a long silken sash was wound in many 
folds around his waist. Suspenders they never 
wear, and they express for such things a very 
hearty contempt. The sash, folded tightly round 
the top of the pantaloons, is the only support 
given to the habiliment. These pantaloons have 
more peculiarity about them than any other part 
of a Mexican's dress. The outside seam of each 
leg is left open from the hip down, for the pur
pose of exposing the white drawers beneath, which 
are made extremely wide, and this, together with 
the short jacket and sash, reminds one forcibly 
of the Turkish style of dress.23 

In this same manner Field completes his picture of the 

caballero. 

His beets, tee caught our attention; they were 
made to lace en the outside of the foot from the 
sole up, but were left flying open, and thus the 
white stocking was exposed. The long silver 
espuelas (spurs) were attached to the heel of the 
boot, buttoned across the instep with a broad 
strap, and hanging below the feet, so that it 
was always necessary to remove them upon dis
mounting. 

. . . Off rode the cavallero, lifting his 
large hat to us with graceful ease as he departed, 
and the little, bright silver and steel ornaments 

23 Ibid., p. 215. 
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jingling as he passed, attracted all eyes to the 
fine gentleman of Santa Fe.24 

Fiction depicting life during the colonial years of the 

Southwest does net present such a realistic description of 

the caballero, tending rather to romanticize him. Thus 

Charles Warren Stoddard in his novel In the Footprints of 

the Padres (1902) pictures a "magnificent caballero" who 

"dashed by en a half-breed bronco," and who— 

rode in the shade of a sombrero a yard wide, 
crusted with silver embroidery. His Mexican sad
dle was embossed with huge Mexican dollars; his 
jacket as gaily ornamented as a bullfighter's; 
his trousers open from the hip, and with a chain 
of silver buttons down their flapping hems; his 
spurs, huge wheels with murderous spikes, were 
fringed with little bells that jangled as he rode 
—and this to the accompaniment of much strumming 
of guitars and the incense of cigarres.25 

The caballero's gay appearance is also given special atten

tion by Sidney Lanier in his late nineteenth century essay 

"San Antonio de Bexar." About the caballero Lanier says. 

His black trousers with silver buttons down the 
seams, his jaunty hussar-jacket; his six-inch-
brimmed felt sombrero, with marvelous silver-
filigree upon all available spaces of it, save 
those occupied by the hatband, which is like 
two silver snakes tied parallel around the 
crown; his red sash, serving at once to support 
the trousers and to inflate the full white shirt-
bosom—what Mexicana can resist these things?26 

Ibid. 

^^Charles Warren Stoddard, In the Footprints of the 
Padres (San Francisco: A. M. Robertson, 1902), pp. 59-60. 

^^Sidney Lanier, Retrospects and Prospects (New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1899) , p. 91. 
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So the caballero escapes romanticization neither in 

his dress nor his actions. The contest of the correr el 
27 

gallo, though usually reserved for the vaquero, was on 

one special occasion in The Conquest of Don Pedro (1954) 

also enjoyed by the caballeros. Fergusson takes this oppor

tunity to romanticize the character of young Adolfo Gongora. 

Gongora is a short fellow, and he is "note quite tall 

enough for the ideal of the romantic hero."^^ He is a very 

cocky fellow, but still he needs the victory of the gallo 

to win the respect of Magdalena, the wife of Leo Mendes. 

The valiant caballero, Adolfo Gongora, meets this challenge, 

and thus wins the approval of the beautiful Magdalena. 

Aside from the writers who have exploited the pictur-

esqueness of the Mexican patron and caballero there are 

those who have so idealized the Mexican woman that she 

appears in the literature an exotic, beautiful creature.^^ 

27 
Correr el gallo is a game in which a live chicken 

is buried up to its neck in the ground. Men on horseback 
then ride by rapidly and try to pull the chicken out of 
the ground. The one who succeeds must keep the prize from 
the other contestants and present it to his girlfriend. 

28 
Fergusson, The Conquest of Don Pedro, p. 200. 

29 
For further description see John Russell Bartlett, 

Personal Narrative of Exploration in Texas^ New Mexico, 
California, Sonora and Chihuahua^ connected with the 
United States and Mexican Boundary Commission During the 
Years 1850, '51, '52, and '53 (New York: Appleton-Century, 
1854), p. 238; and J. Ross Browne, Crusoe's Island; A 
Ramble in the Footsteps of Alexander Selkirk, with Sketches 
of Adventure in California and Washoe (New York: Harper, 
1964) , p. 240. 
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As the dark mysterious beauty of the Mexican women enchanted 

the early explorers of the Southwest, so it remained to in

trigue more recent Southwestern writers. The beauty of the 

rico women in such accounts had a unique quality about it; 

the charm of this class was singular. Leo Mendes is struck 

by this uniqueness when he first encounters Dona Lupe 

Vierra. 

Late in the afternoon there came to his door a 
slender woman with a little girl of nine or ten 
years beside her. She entered with slow and grace
ful dignity, exchanged greetings with him rather 
gravely, stood for a moment looking at him with a 
rather haughty unabashed curiousity. Leo returned 
her stare with equal interest, for this, he knew, 
was no common Mexican woman. He felt sure he was 
being honored by a visit from another Vierra. She 
was dressed simply enough in a gown of flowered 
cotton print and a black shawl with a fringe, but 
the shawl was of heavy China silk and he could see 
rings on both her hands, which were long, slender 
hands unmarked by toil. Her hair was piled high 
on her head, too, as no peon woman would have worn 
it, and the head was proudly carried. She was 
somewhere in her middle thirties, Leo thought, but 
not marked by age as so many Mexican women were, 
for most of them fattened early. She was slim and 
trim and even a bit hard looking, with shoulders 
noticeably wider than her hips and firm pointed 
breats pushing against her frock. Her face was 
too narrow for beauty but it was handsome, with 
a finely cut nose and dark eyes under heavy brows 
that almost met. Leo was acutely aware of every 
detail of her appearance, for it was the first 
time in all his years in New Mexico that he had 
been so close to a woman of her class.30 

As one of the distinguishing marks of the aristocratic 

woman, the black shawl, like the one worn by Dona Vierra, 

-̂ Îbid. , p. 32. 
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was familiar to the local citizenry. As Matt Field points 

out: 

Three senoritas and an old senora came tripping 
in. They were clothed entirely m black, and 
most impervious long black veils were thrown over 
their heads, giving them every appearance of nuns, 
but we afteirwards learned that this was the aris-
tocratical female dress, and these ladies belonged 
to the family of the ex-Governor. They looked at 
some goods, bought some, and were departing, ex
hibiting every indication of modest well-bred 
females, when their exit was retarded by the 
appearance at the door of a drunken American 
driver.31 

While Dona Vierra's "gown of flowered cotton print" 

illustrates the influence of the Anglo-Americans, it was 

32 foreign to the closet of the average rico woman. Thus, 

according to Lewis Garrard, writing in 1850: 

The women (giving them the preference) do not 
wear bonnets, using instead the reboza or man
tilla—a scarf of cotton and silk, five to six 
feet in length, by two or more in width—which 
serves as covering for the head and body. So 
dexterous are they in its management that in 
cooking or walking it is retained, forming a 
graceful and pleasing contrast to the bonneted 
and hooded civilized lady. A skirt is worn a 
trifle shorter than the present States fashion, 
so that it can hardly be called a dress; the 
figure, above the waist, is invested with a 
chemise, with short arms; but, so sparing were 

31 
Field, Matt Field on the Santa Fe Trail, pp. 216-17. 

32 
Additional information may be found in Ruth Laughlin 

Barker, Caballeros (New York: Appleton-Century, 19 35), p. 
54; Susan Shelby Magoffin, Down the Santa Fe Trail and Into 
Mexico, The Diary of Susan Shelby Magoffin in 184 6-4 7, ed. 
by Stella M. Drumm (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1926) 
and John James Peck, The Sign of the Eagle; A View of Mexico 
18 30 to 1855, ed. by Richard F. Pourade (San Diego, Union-
Tribune Publishing Co., 1970). 
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they of material, or so bound to follow unrelent
ing fashion, or through a desire to show their 
fair shoulders, etc., the chemises were too low-
necked . The Cheyenne maidens, on the contrary, 
wore their buckskin sacques fitting closely 
around the throat; but the graceful senoritas 
de Taos were pleased to make a more prodigal dis
play, which, to my unaccustomed eyes and taste, 
was uncomely, and, in fact, satiating.33 

William Watts Hart Davis also notes the current fashion 

trends of the day in his journal of the mid-nineteenth 

century. 

The national costume of the Mexicans is fast 
disappearing among the better classes, who are 
learning to adopt the American style of dress. 
The females conform themselves to the fashions 
of Paris and New York with greater facility than 
the men, but they are so far removed from the 
world of dress as to be a year or two behind the 
times. The bonnet they discard entirely, and 
wear instead the rebozo, which appears to be a 
fixture in the toilet of a New Mexican lady. It 
consists of a long scarf, made of silk or cotton, 
according to the taste of the wearer, which is 
worn over the head, with one end thrown across 
the left shoulder. A lady is never seen in the 
street without her rebozo, and it is rarely laid 
aside within doors, when it is drawn loosely 
around the person. When promenading, the face 
is so much muffled up that not more than one eye 
is visible, and it is almost impossible to recog
nize your most intimate friend.34 

Upon Magdalena Vierra's return from boarding school in 

The Conquest of Don Pedro (1954) , she has developed into an 

elegant young woman. Mendes is aware of this change from 

33 
Lewis H. Garrard, Wah-toYah and the Taos Trail or 

Prairie Travel and Scalp Dances, with a Look at Los Rancheros 
from Muleback and the Rocky Mountain Campfire (Norman: Uni
versity of Oklahoma Press, 1966) , p. 174. 

34 
Davis, El Gringo, pp. 61-62. 
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a scrawny adolescent into a charming young lady when he 

35 first catches a glimpse of her at a baile. 

For she was beautiful. In that moment at least 
it seemed to Leo that she was the most beautiful 
woman he had ever seen. Perhaps her mouth was 
too large for classic perfection, but her arms 
and her shoulders, budding out of the tight blue 
bodice of her gown, were truly perfect, and her 
happy vitality seemed to reach across the room 
and touch him like a caress.36 

Oliver La Farge in his Behind the Mountains (1956) 

paints a romantic portrait of the ideal Spanish bride. 

Consuelo and her family attend the wedding of a close family 

friend. The little girls are captured by the suspense of 

whether the bride will cry when she removes her slippers 

which were traditionally purchased by the groom's father. 

The slippers had been bought not to fit a foot 
of flesh and bone but to fit an idea. A bride 
is young, beautiful, Spanish and her foot is 
tiny.37 

According to Conrad Richter in The Lady (19 57) the Mexi

can people believed that the dark rico skin was very beauti

ful and much more appealing than the Anglo-American blond 

complexion. He says. 

35 
Baile is the term which refers to the dance given by 

the rico class. Fandango refers to the same event when 
given by the mestizo. 

36 
Fergusson, The Conquest of Don Pedro, p. 172. 

37 
Oliver La Farge, Behind the Mountains (Cambridge: 

The Riverside Press, 1956) , p. TTl 
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Ah, you should see those two girls together when 
they are little. About the same size. Only a 
year or more between them. But such a differ
ence! Dona Ana moreno. How you say in English? 
—dark. Not ugly dark. We Mexicans think dark 
very pretty. Dark skin, black hair, black eyes, 
and lively as a kitten. And Dona Ellen with 
white skin and hair of gold like her father.38 

Because the rico women carried a certain power and 

mysterious charm that was universally recognized, their ap

proval was an indication of success. Thus, after Leo Mendes 

gains the respect of Dona Lupe, his faith in the success of 

his store is restored. "He suspected the Dona was a force

ful person, and that her smile was good promise for the 
39 

future of his store." He then lettered a sign for his 

establishment. 

The women of the rico class were apparently also very 

aware of their social position. The very beautiful but 

vain Dona Vierra of The Conquest of Don Pedro (1954) is 

typical of the lady of the hacienda. Her taste which is 

very elegant and traditional reflects her Hispanic heritage. 

The old-time homemade furniture was not good 
enough for her, so she imported chairs and tables 
all the way from Kansas City and also mirrors. I 
have never been inside their house, you under
stand, but I am told the sala is hung with mirrors 
in guilded frames all the way around, so that Lupe 
can see herself coming and going and from every 
possible angle. That woman's vanity is beyond 

^^Conrad Richter, The Lady (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 
1957), p. 54. 

^^Fergusson, The Conquest of Don Pedro, p. 34. 
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belief. She is the one who insisted on having 
a coach, the only coach between Albuquerque and 
El Paso, so I am told. . . . 40 

In Richter's The Lady (1957) Ellen Sessions, who is a 

descendent of an old established Spanish-English family, 

possesses many of the characteristics common to the rico 

/ 

women. At the same time she had certain special character

istics unlike those of other rico women. Her nephew thinks 

perhaps these were qualities which she inherited from her 

English father. 
But never for a moment could I treat them [the 
natives] as Ellen and Willy did. There was, I 
found, a great art in it, a precise stage between 
superiority and warm interest which I could never 
attain. Other Mexican ricos I had seen in town 
showed no such manner. Indeed, some of them 
treated the poor of their own race with rude and 
brutal contempt, and I wondered if Ellen's secret 
might not have been inherited from her father.41 

La Farge's women in Behind the Mountains (1956) possess 

the same finesse which has been seen in Dona Vierra and Ellen 

Sessions. Dona Marguerite, for example, was a very charming, 

beautiful woman and at the same time a well-respected woman. 

Dona Marguerite was not a person to be trifled 
with, but the little ones knew her more inti
mately than they did their father. She was small, 
very alive, intuitively chic. She managed to be 
at once perfectly French and perfectly Spanish, 
which is no small feat.42 

Ibid., p. 28. 

41 
Richter, The Lady, p. 54. 

42 
La Farge, Behind the Mountains, p. 4. 
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With her sympathetic and understanding nature, she gained 

the respect and the affection of the peones who were depen

dent upon her husband. 

While the virtues of the wealthy rico women are touched 

upon by the majority of the Southwestern fiction writers, 

only the travelers in the Southwest during the nineteenth 

century recorded the cigar smoking habit of the women. Matt 

Field provides a very colorful description of Mexican women 

smoking. 

The bride was pointed out to us. There she was 
smoking her chupar. She would pass for handsome 
among all who do not consider a fair skin abso
lutely indispensable to beauty. She was well 
formed, had the glossiest raven hair, a graceful 
neck and bust, her complexion was not dark enough 
to prevent the lighter tint of the rose from show
ing in her cheek, and her eye was of that wild, 
dark, dazzling lustre which has a something of 
the fearful in it even while it enchants. She was 
a creature to love—just such a creature as was 
calculated to win the impulsive and adventurous 
young American—and there she sat with a cigar in 
her mouth 1 It would be curious if we could ex
press the odd sensations we experienced at seeing 
a pretty girl, and a bride, smoking. We were half 
inclined to laugh, half disposed to be angry; one 
of us was on the point of requesting her as a 
favor to throw away that cigar, and would have done 
SO/ had she not at the moment handed it to her 
mother, who sat behind her, and the old woman 
smoked up the cigar which her daughter had com
menced. 43 

Lewis Garrard also offers noteworthy commentary on this 

habit of numerous Mexican women. 

^"^Field, Matt Field on the Santa Fe Trail, pp. 226-27. 
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Though smoking is repugnant to many ladies, it 
certainly does enhance the charms of the Mexican 
senoritas, who, with neatly rolled-up shucks be
tween coral lips, perpetrate winning smiles, their 
magically brilliant eyes the meanwhile searching 
one's very soul. How dulcet-toned are their 
voices, which, siren-like, irresistibly draw the 
willing victim within the giddy vortex of dissipa
tion! And these cigarillos they present with such 
a grace, and so expressive an eye, so musical a 
tongue, and so hardsome a face, that it was impos
sible to refuse. To use a Scotch phrase, 'It's 
na sae bad.'44 

The family structure and household life of the rico 

receives their share of attention in Southwestern writing. 

The unity and loyalty existing among family members is un

paralleled. In Richter's The Lady (1957) Ellen Sessions 

shoots and kills one of her brother-in-law's employees whom 

she catches in the act of driving a herd of cattle through 

her garden. The incident is unwitnessed and the possibility 

of Ellen's guilt is never mentioned. In order to divert the 

suspicion from Ellen, her brother stands trial. Although 

he is found innocent, he has gambled his life to protect his 

sister. This gamble is taken lightly and as a matter of 

duty to one's family. Later the brother is murdered; how

ever, Ellen's guilt is never surmised by the public. The 

family has been protected. 

This same sense of family loyalty and dedication is 

seen in The Conquest of Don Pedro (1954). Magdalena, who 

^^Garrard, Wah-to-Yah, pp. 170-71. 
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had been orphaned as an infant when her parents were killed 

by the Apache Indians, was taken into the home of her aunt, 

Dona Vierra. "This was a customary gesture in Mexican 

society, where many women died in childbirth and motherless 

45 children were always taken over by relatives." 

Later in this same novel Fergusson describes the Mexi

can family in a romantic religious context. 

For the Mexican family was made in the image of 
the Old Testament. The head of the household 
regarded himself as the regent of God and felt 
that the good order of society depended upon his 
absolute power. He could chastise a grown son, 
lock up a frolicsome wife, have a slave whipped 
at the post, make a peon crawl at his feet to 
beg for mercy. Authority was his by divine right 
and a weak man would often exercise it with more 
severity than a strong one.46 

The rico class both in actuality and in literature 

flaunted its superiority by assuring the younger members of 

the family of an education. As Davis points out in his 

journal, in the 1850's very few, except the sons of ricos 

or those destined for the Church, received any education at 

all. Those who were able to read and write the least bit 

were considered educated. After this territory came under 

45 
Fergusson, The Conquest of Don Pedro, p. 140. 

^^Ibid., p. 191. 

A similar account of nineteenth century education is 
given in Warren A. Beck, New Mexico; A History of Four 
Centuries (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1962), pp. 
206-12. 
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the jurisdiction of the United States, boarding schools 

were established in Santa Fe; but still only the very 

wealthy were educated. A general account of educational 

conditions about 1856 is furnished by William Watts Hart 

Davis in El Gringo or New Mexico & Her People: 

The standard of education in New Mexico is at 
a very low ebb, and there is a larger number of 
persons who can not read and write than in any 
other Territory in the Union. The census of 1850 
shows a population of 61,547 inhabitants, of whom 
25,089 are returned as being unable to read or 
write. I feel confident that this ratio is too 
low, and that the number may safely be set down 
at one half the whole population who cannot read 
their catechisms and write their names. The num
ber attending school is given as 460, which is 
about one scholar to every one hundred and twenty-
five inhabitants. This exhibits a fearful amount 
of ignorance among the people, and is enough to 
make us question the propriety of intrusting them 
with the power to make their own laws.48 

Davis continues to describe the situation of education in 

New Mexico Territory. 

It was always the policy of Spain and Mexico to 
keep her people in ignorance, and, so far as New 
Mexico was concerned, they seem to have carried 
out the system with singular faithfulness; and 
in no country in the world, that lays the least 
claim to civilization, has general education and 
a cultivation of the arts been so entirely ne
glected. The few who received any education at 
all, except those destined for the Church, and 
the sons of some of the ricos who were sent into 
Southern Mexico, had to be content with simplest 
rudiments, and if they were able to read and 
write, and had a smattering of arithmetic, they 

48 
Davis, El Gringo, p. 64. 
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were considered learned. There is not a native 
physician in the country, nor am I aware that 
there has ever been one.^^ 

It was a rare thing indeed for a woman to be educated. 

The education of the females has, if anything, 
been more neglected than that of the males, and 
the number of them who cannot read and write is 
greater. Gregg, who wrote ten years ago, in 
speaking of female education in New Mexico, says, 
'Indeed, until very recently, to be able to read 
and write on the part of a woman was considered 
an indication of very extraordinary talent; and 
the fair damsel who could pen a billet-doux to 
her lover was looked upon as almost a prodigy.' 
This picture is a little overdrawn, but, at the 
same time, except among the few wealthy families, 
it is a rare thing to see a woman who possesses 
these useful accomplishments. Those who received 
any education at all have been taught in the most 
superficial manner, and it proves of little bene
fit to either head or heart.^^ 

Then Davis speaks of the more recent educational developments 

A slight change for the better has taken place, 
in an educational point of view, since the country 
fell into the hands of the United States. The 
boarding and day schools at Santa Fe, under the 
care of Bishop Lamy, will, in time, produce a good 
effect in the Territory. The pupils come from 
various sections of the country, who, when they 
shall return to their families and friends, will 
carry with them enlarged ideas, and be the means 
of disseminating, to some extent, a knowledge of 
our country and institutions.51 

Later in the nineteenth century, education did become more 

common. 

^^Ibid. 

^^Ibid., p. 65. 

^llbid. 
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Hallenbeck's summarizes the educational situation in 

the Southwest during the nineteenth century as follows: 

From the viewpoint of the Anglo, education was 
sadly neglected in this province. The Crown, in 
1721, ordered the establishment of free schools 
in New Mexico, but a century later Barriero 
listed only six schools: at Santa Fe, San Miguel 
del Vado, Canada, Taos, Albuquerque and Belen. 
It is not known how much education was imparted 
to children by parents and priests, but such could 
have been no more than elementary. Early Anglo 
writers are not very well agreed on this matter. 
Thus, Gregg says 'At least three-fourths of the 
present population can neither read nor write,' 
while Abert, only three years later, says 'I 
have been surprised by the many men and children 
of the lower class who can both read and write: 
in fact, all that we have questioned thus far 
seem to be educated, though they have no books.' 
He said further, that the sons of the ricos were 
well educated, and 'we saw several who had been 
at Union College, St. Louis. They speak French 
and English, and understand their own language 
grammatically.' Even Gregg commented upon 'the 
correctness with which the common people use 
Spanish, rarely making a grammatical error.'^2 

Hallenbeck continues his observations on education among 

Mexicans. 

It must be conceded, though, that the desire 
for formal education was not so keen among the 
Spanish-Americans as among the Anglos. However, 
literacy does not imply intelligence, for while 
illiteracy was much more prevalent in the women 
than in the men of New Mexico, all writers agree 
that in intelligence and mental alertness the 
women noticeably surpassed the men.53 

52 
Hallenbeck, Land of the Conquistadores, pp. 338-39. 

"̂̂ Ibid. , p. 339. 
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Harvey Fergusson places great emphasis on Magdalena's 

education in The Conquest of Don Pedro (1954) and uses her 

education to idealize her character. Leo teaches 

Magdalena to speak and read English at a very young age, a 

practice which was almost unheard of even for a member of 

a patron's family. As Matt Field states in an article for 

the New Orleans Picayune, relative to this same point, "The 

Americans, who trade to the country, acquire the Spanish 

language very speedily, but the Spaniards seldom learn a 

54 word of English. . . ." Thus when Magdalena wished to 

exclude other persons in their company, she used her English 

to converse with Leo. 

Magdalena spoke for the first time since her aunt 
had entered and she spoke in English, which was 
half an insult to Lupe, who knew hardly a word 
of it.55 

Magdalena's going away to boarding school marked the end of 

her childhood and the beginning of a new phase of her life. 

Her education separated her from many of her childhood 

friends whose fathers were not so affluent as Don Vierra. 

Emphasis on the education of the male offspring of the 

hidalgo is found in Behind the Mountains (1956). Pino 

Baca's experiences at the eastern boarding school place him 

^^Field, Matt Field on the Santa Fe Trail, p. 213. 

55 
Fergusson, The Conquest of Don Pedro, p. 153. 
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in a category by himself when he returns to Rociada. First, 

he is bilingual and speaks both English and Spanish very 

formally: 

He spoke an English free of the localisms and 
dialect elements of the ordinary Anglo-American 
cowpuncher's or rancher's; similarly, his Spanish 
was of the correct Latin-American variety, dis
tinctly different from his neighbor's archaic 
seventeenth-century speech.56 

As patron, Pino's father had great expectations for his 

son's education. It was to b e — 

a good general education, with Latin, and a sound 
grounding in the Catholic faith. He should speak 
correct English and Spanish, and know some French. 
He should be familiar with the English classics 
and enjoy the use of books. He should be able to 
ride, shoot, rope, train horses, and manage sheep 
and cattle at least as well as any of the men who 
would someday work under him, and he should master 
the many aspects, commercial and agricultural, of 
running a great ranch. Along with this knowledge 
and these arts, he must have the manner and man
ners of a gentleman, according to both English 
and Spanish standards.57 

Only by acquiring these virtues would Pino Baca be able suc

cessfully to replace his father as a patron of Rociada. 

The members of the rico class seemed to maintain dig

nity and respect at all times. In several early journals, 

and especially in the one by William Watts Hart Davis, the 

rather questionable morals of the rico class are frankly 

56 
La Farge, Behind the Mountains, pp. 17-18. 

^^Ibid. , p. 18. 
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discussed. According to Davis it was quite common for the 

patron to support a mistress even though he was happily 

married and the father of several children. At the same 

time it was not uncommon for the wife also to have a male 

friend. This practice was carried out openly and without 

sheone. It did not bring about loss of respect to any of 

the parties concerned. 

It is the custom for a married man to support a 
wife and mistress at the same time, and but too 
frequently the wife also has her male friend. A 
gentleman of many years' residence in the country, 
and who had a thorough acquaintance with the peo
ple, assured me that such practices are indulged 
in by three-fourths of the married population. 
The marriage vow is held sacred by a very few, 
and the ceremony is more a matter of convenience 
than any thing else. The custom of keeping mis
tresses appears to be part of the social system, 
and the feelings of society are in no manner out
raged by it, because the public opinion of the 
country sanctions it; and what seems to argue an 
exceedingly liberal code of morals is the fact 
that the standing of neither party is injured in 
the community in which they live, but they seem 
to maintain the same degree of respectability as 
though they did not thus violate the rules of 
propriety and decency. . . . The parties keep up 
a regular domestic establishment, receive their 
friends, and appear together in public, as 
though their union was sanctioned by the holy 
rites of marriage, and blessed by the laws of 
God and man.5 8 

Leo Mendes found that in Don Pedro the morals which 

might be expected of the ricos were not of the degree that 

one might imagine. In describing the immoral Dona Lupe, 

Fergusson magically melts her vice into virtue. 

C O 

David, El Gringo, p. 89. 
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Lupe came of a class and race of women for whom 
sex had been their whole profession and relation 
to life for centuries, and they had made an art 
of it and of every phase of it, from the first 
flirtation to the final spasm. She was the heir 
of a great and ancient erotic tradition but her 
silky skin and her gift of touch were her own. 
She was truly an artist of love. It seemed to 
him that along with her clothes she had shed her 
whole social personality, with its prides and 
poses, had become another creature, all desire, 
pure and shameless, and one that captivated him 
completely.59 

Although the affair between Leo and Lupe was short-lived, 

it introduced Leo to the vicious, yet nonetheless virtuous, 

world of the rico woman. 

One of the grandest social affairs of the rico class was 

the baile. This very lavish and gala affair included great 

tables of food, adequate drinks, and an evening of dancing. 

Fergusson's description of the event honoring Magdalena's 

homecoming magnifies the splendor of the baile. It was the 

most elaborate and impressive social event the Don Pedro 

area had witnessed in years. All of the wealthy patrons 

from miles around attended. The women donned their most 

expensive jewelry and wore their most elaborate dresses 

and shawls. The Vierra sala was cleared of its 

59 
Fergusson, The Conquest of Don Pedro, p. 115. 
In addition see J. Ross Browne, Crusoe's Island; A 

Ramble in the Footsteps of Alexander Selkirk, with Sketches 
of Adventure in California and Washoe (New York: Harper, 
1864), p. 240; and Richard Henry Dana, Jr., Two Years Before 
the Mast (New York: Macmillan Company, 1915), p. 86. 

The sala is a large, long reception hall used for 
entertaining guests. 
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furniture for the dcince, and a platform was built for the 

orchestra at one end of the huge room. The baile was cer-

62 tainly a social success. 

While the ricos greatly enjoyed their social status 

and affluence, they were very pious and repentent in 

religious matters. Members of the clergy were readily ac

cepted into the upper social circle. The padre in The 

Conquest of Don Pedro (1954) is usually present at dinners 

and social gatherings of all classes. He is the one citizen 

with whom the Vierras will have any social relations. The 

actions of the padre are accepted by the Vierras because 

they believe that the priest's actions are God's will. For 

example, on one occasion while Leo Mendes is still relatively 

new in the area, the padre takes him to visit the Vierra 

home where Leo is welcomed by Don Vierra only because the 

patron believes the visit is the will of God. In such cir

cumstances the ricos in the novel are quick to satisfy the 

will of God. 

The religious element in the life of the rico was not 

slighted by his role in society. He regularly attended 

Mass and confessed his sins. When a young girl took Commu

nion in the Church, this marked the beginning of a new 

phase of her life—adulthood. Fergusson dramatically 

62 
Fergusson, The Conquest of Don Pedro,, pp. 172-73. 
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describes this service as the turning point in Magdalena's 

life. She suddenly leaves her childhood and enters the 

adult world. 

He [Leo] went to the church the next Sunday and 
saw her arrive in the family coach, clad in a 
long white dress, her first long dress, looking 
surprisingly adult and dignified, saw her kneel 
at the altar and accept the wafer and receive 
the blessing that made her the bride of Christ.^3 

At the same time the ricos also used their wealth to assure 

themselves of sanctity. As one observer put it, "The rich 

can afford to be sinners because they can burn candles in 

64 the church and have special masses said for their souls." 

In Southwestern literature the gente de razon evolved 

into a romantic ideal. The men of this society were "proud 

and lazy and often they were cruel but the society they 

created had charm because it was imbued with respect for the 

past." This class was only about one-fiftieth of the en

tire population, but its life was unlike that of any other 

group in the Southwest. 

The rich men flaunted many impressive symbols of un

questionable power. They rode well-groomed, well-bred 

horses saddled with equipment mounted with heavy silver and 

'^^Ibid., p. 149. 

^^Ibid. , p. 29. 

Fergusson, Rio Grande, p. 77. 
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luxurious bearskins. A few of the very richest men had 

coaches imported from the United States and other foreign 

lands. The wealthy lived in Moorish style houses decorated 

with imports from Spain and the Orient as well as the 

United States. The walls were covered with magnificent 

mirrors in gold frames. 

The society "belonged to the vanished world in which 

man was supreme and woman only his pleasure and posses-
66 

sion." The father of every household was the divine 

authority, and no one dared question his rule. In liter

ature these rich men were--

belligerently, aggressively masculine. They were 
arrogant, lazy, truculent, cruel and brave. They 
ruled, fought, wandered, and made love. Cock 
fights and gambling were their sports. Commerce, 
except in slaves, horses and the products of their 
own lands, was beneath them, as were the 
professions.^^ 

At the same time the women were in a class completely 

alone. They were dark-skinned with long black hair and 

flashy black eyes. They were warm and compassionate yet 

serene and dignified. They tended to be most of what the 

men were not except on the score of fidelity. Most rico 

women were not loyal to their marriage vows, yet this was 

practically their only form of rebellion against the 

^^Ibid., p. 83. 

^^Ibid., p. 84. 
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male-dominated society. The people loved gala dances and 

parties which were lavish affairs and a major part of their 

lives. The men and women donned their most expensive 

attire and elaborate jewelry to impress their rico 

associates. 

Despite all the fun and frolic of the rico life, the 

Church held its special place. For pardon the gente fina 

would pay large sums to the priest, and they would emerge 

cleansed from their sins. Their sanctity was not 

questioned. 

The romanticization of the Mexican rico in South

western literature may be summarized by the following state

ment: "Such was the life within the walls of the right 

people—a life of feasting, dancing, fighting and amorous 

. . ti68 intrigue. 

^^Ibid., p. 92. 



CHAPTER II 

THE ROI-IANTIC ROLE OF LOS MESTIZOS 

The mestizo class is the lower class of the Mexican 

society. The term mestizo originally referred only to those 

persons who were of Spanish and Indian blood, but the term 

has been gradually expanded to include all of the lower 

class of the society. At one time many mestizos were 

paisanos or men of the country; however, only a few owned 

small tracts of land, most of the latter being in the servi-

69 

tude of the ricos. The mestizo class appears in litera

ture under several headings: the vaquero, the paisano and 

the mestizo woman. Like the rico class, these figures were 

also romanticized in Southwestern literature. 

The vaquero or charro, according to J. Frank Dobie, 

70 "was the first range rider of North America." He taught 

the pioneers of the Southwest how to raise cattle, and the 

pioneer ranchers were dependent upon the vaquero to do 

almost all of their work. This cowpuncher was hard-working, 

very dependable, and could do anything that was asked of 

him; however, he was very dependent upon the ranchman for 

69 
For further information see Ruth Laughlin Barker, 

Caballeros (New York: Appleton-Century, 1935), pp. 299-302. 
70 
J. Frank Dobie, "Ranch Mexicans," Survey Graphic, 

LXVI (May, 1931), p. 167. 
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whom he worked; and though his pay was meager, his life 

simple, and his work hard, he was satisfied. 

In his Pony Tracks (1895) Frederic Remington presents 

a vivid description of the typical life of the vaqueros. 

They work for from eight to twelve dollars a 
month in Mexican coin, and live on the most sim
ple diet imaginable. They are mostly peoned, or 
in hopeless debt to their patrons, who go after 
any man who deserts the range and bring him back 
by force. A puncher buys nothing but his gor
geous buckskin clothes, and his big silver-
mounted straw hat, his spurs, his riata, and his 
cincha rings. He makes his teguas or buckskin 
boots, his heavy leggins, his saddle, and the 
patron furnishes his arms.^1 

Remington proceeds to describe the diet of the vaquero. On 

the six-month round-up, he is furnished beef and is able to 

kill wild game. During the rest of the year he lives in an 

outlying camp which furnishes only the bare necessities— 

grub and a place to sleep at night. Because all of his 

belongings are carried in a pack, he only "carries a flint 

and steel, and has a piece of sheet-iron for a stove, and a 

72 
piece of pottery for boiling things in." But, continues 

Remington, the life of the vaquero in the camp is a simple, 

restful, peaceful existence. 

This part of their lives is passed in a long 
siesta, and a man of the North who has a local 
reputation as a lazy man should see a Mexican 
puncher loaf, in order to comprehend that he 
could never achieve distinction in the land 
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where poco tiempo means forever. Such is the life 
of the vaquero, a brave fellow, a fatalist, with 
less wants than the pony he rides, a rather 
thoughtless man, who lacks many virtues, but when 
he mounts his horse or casts his riata all men 
must bow and call him master. 

In general, according to Remington the vaquero's life is 

devoted to the ranchero, his horse, and the patron's herds 

Such is the stuff from which romance is made in the 
mm M 

literary version of the vaquero. Mark Twain describes 

the manner of "the picturesquely-clad Mexicans" in his 

travelogue Roughing It (1899). 

How they rode I Leaning just gently forward out 
of the perpendicular, easy and nonchalant, with 
broad slough-hat brim blown square up in front, 
and long riata swinging above the head, they 
swept through the town like the wind! The next 
minute they were only a sailing puff of dust on 
the far desert. If they trotted, they sat up 
gallantly and gracefully, and seemed part of the 
horse; did not go jiggering up and down after 
the silly Miss-Nancy fashion of the riding-
schools. '5 

This same proud charro is celebrated by Joaquin Miller as 

follows in his poem "Vaquero." 

His broad-brimm'd hat push'd back with careless air. 
The proud vaquero sits his steed as free 
As winds that toss his black abundant hair. 

^^Ibid. 
"7 A 

Additional information may be found in the complete 
work of Frank Goodwyn, The Magic of Limping John (New York: 
Farrar and Rinehart, 1944). 

7 S 
Samuel Clemens [Mark Twain], Roughing It, Vol. I 

(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1899), p. 193. 
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No rover ever swept a lawless sea 
With such a haught and heedless air as he 
Who scorns the path, and bounds with swift disdain 
Away, a peon born, yet born to be 
A splendid king; behold him ride, and reign. 
How brave he takes his herds in branding days, 
On timber'd hills that belt about the plain; 
He climbs, he wheels, he shouts through winding 

ways 
Of hiding ferns and hanging fir; the rein 
Is loose, the rattling spur drives swift; the mane 
Blows free; the bullocks rush in storms before; 
They turn with lifted heads, they rush again 
Then sudden plunge from out the wood, and pour 
A cloud upon the plain with one terrific roar. 
Now sweeps the tawny man on stormy steed. 
His gaudy trappings toss'd about and blown 
About the limbs as lithe as any reed; 
The swift long lass twirl'd above is thrown 
From flying hand; the fall, the fearful groan 
Of bullock toil'd and tumbled in the dust— 
The black herds onward sweep, and all disown 
The fallen, struggling monarch that has thrust 
His tongue in rage and roll'd his red eyes in 

disgust.^^ 

Contrasting abruptly with this literary presentation of 

the vaquero is James O. Pattie's realistic description of 

the mestizo. 

The men and women were not clothed in our fashion, 
the former having short pantaloons fastened below 
the waist with a red belt and buck skin leggins 
put on three or four times double. A Spanish 
knife is stuck in by the side of the leg, and a 
small sword worn by the side. A long jacket or 
blanket is thrown over, and worn upon the 
shoulders. They have few fire arms, generally 
using upon occasions which require them, a bow 
and a spear, and never wear a hat, except when 
they ride. When on horse back, they face to
wards the right side of the animal. The saddle. 
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which they use, looks as ours would, with some
thing like an arm chair fastened upon it.^^ 

The personal narrative of Lewis Garrard again presents 

a variation of the common literary account of vaquero life. 

The men, generally speaking, wear pantaloons open 
on the outside seam of the leg and lined with 
buttons, to fasten at pleasure; while underneath, 
a pair of white drawers is disclosed to view—a 
fancy colored shirt and vest, and an oblong 
blanket (of Mexican or Navajo Indian manufacture, 
the wool of which being hard-twisted turns the 
rain effectually) , with a hole in the center for 
the head. A tall, peaked, oilcloth-covered hat 
of straw or brown wool and yellow zapotes-shoes-
complete the costume. In one vest pocket are 
carried shucks, cut to the requisite length; in 
the other is ready crumbled ponche—tobacco. 
The flint and steel have their place in the 
pantaloons pocke t.7 8 

Such realistic descriptions are less common, however, than 

works depicting the vaquero in more romantic terms. 

Dobie*s article emphasizes the fact that the vaquero's 

life is not limited merely to hard work and the range. The 

charro and his companeros also enjoy the evenings in camp 

with songs and campfire tales. The songs they sing are 

truly the music of the vaquero's life. 

I wish I could describe the song of the vaquero. 
I cannot. It is a wail; it is, no matter what's 
its theme, a note of sorrow, of something far, 
far away. It seems to go quivering up to the 
stars; it is wild; it is barbaric. It may be 
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James 0. Pattie, The Personal Narrative of James O 

Pattie of Kentucky, ed. by Timothy Flint (Chicago: The 
Lakeside Press, 1930), p. 55. 

^^Garrard, Wah-to-Yah, pp. 174-175. 
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cQDOut a ladino (outlaw) steer roped out in the 
brush; it may be about a caballo fargado (broken 
down horse) that some vaquero has had to lead in; 
it may be the old and haunting Golondrina or the 
sad ballad of the Cuatra Milpas./9 

The vaqueros also add stories of buried treasures and 

superstitions to their simple lives. These superstitions 

are known and respected by every vaquero. 

Thus the life of the vaquero is romanticized in terms 

of its basic simplicity. He is a hard-working man of the 

country. Says Dobie: 

He is familiar with the habits of every creature 
of the soil. For him every hill and hollow has 
a personality and a name. He regards the stars; 
he watches the phases of the moon. He knows the 
name and virtue of every bush and herb. He is a 
child of nature; he is truly un hombre del 
campo.°^ 

Dobie's vaquero is not very far from the tradition of the 

Noble Savage. 

As far as the vaquero's relations with other people are 

concerned, they are just as simple. Remington says that 

under the dolce far niente of the vaqueros are— 

their little hates and bickerings, as thin as 
cigcirette smoke and as enduring as time. They 
reverence their parents, they honor their patron, 
and love their compadre. They are grave, and 
grave even when gay; they eat little, and they 

^^Dobie, "Ranch Mexicans," p. 169. 

^^Ibid., p. 170. 
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think less, they meet death calmly, and it's a 
terrible scoundrel who goes to hell in Mexico.°1 

In addition to the vaqueros there were a large number 

of paisanos or men of the country in the Southwestern so

ciety, which, in the late nineteenth century, had a very 

distinct class structure and system of domestic servitude— 

peonism. The peonism in New Mexico and the Southwest was 

similar to the system of Negro slavery; however, the peones 

were not bought and sold in the market. Speaking of this 

group as it existed about 1857 in New Mexico Territory, 

Davis remarks: 

The average of intelligence among the peones is 
lower than that among the slaves of the Southern 
States; they are not so well cared for, nor do 
they enjoy so many of the blessings and comforts 
of domestic life. In truth, peonism is but a 
more charming name for a species of slavery as 
abject and oppressive as any found upon the 
American continent.^ 2 

He continues by describing the laws which legalize this form 

of servitude. 

The statutory law recognizing its existence in 
the Territory is dignified with the title of 'Law 
regulating contracts between masters and servants.' 
This is well enough on paper, as far as it goes, 
but the statute is found to be all upon the side 
of the master. The wages paid is the nominal sum 
of about five dollars per month, out of which the 
peon has to support himself and family. The act 
provides, among other things, that if the servant 
does not wish to continue in the service of the 
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master, he may leave him upon paying all that he 
owes him; this the poor peon is not able to do, 
and the consequence is that he and his family 
remain in servitude all their lives. Among the 
proprietors in the country, the master generally 
keeps a store, where the servant is obliged to 
purchase every article he wants, and thus it is 
an easy matter to keep him always in debt. The 
master is required to furnish the peon with goods 
at the market value, and may advance him two 
thirds the amount of his monthly wages. But these 
provisions, made for the benefit of the peon, are 
in most instances disregarded, and he is obliged 
to pay an enormous price for every thing he buys, 
and is allowed to run in debt beyond the amount 
of his wages, in order to prevent him leaving 
his master.2 3 

Davis then concludes his description of peonism. 

When parents are, as the statute terms it, 'driven 
into a state of slavery,' they have the right to 
bind their children out as peones, and with this 
beginning they become slaves for life. When a 
servant runs away from his master, the latter goes 
before a justice of the peace, or some other civil 
magistrate, and takes out a 'warrant of the debt,' 
which authorizes the arrest of the peon in any 
part of the Territory. One of the most objection
able features of the system is, that the master is 
not obliged to maintain the peon in sickness or 
old age. When he becomes too old to work any 
longer, like an old horse who is turned out to die 
he can be cast adrift to provide for himself. 
These are the leading features of peonism, and, in 
spite of the new name it bears, the impartial 
reader will not be able to make any thing else out 
of it than slavery.^4 

At the same time the peon frequently placed himself in 

servitude. 

•̂̂ Ibid. , p. 98. 

^^Ibid., pp. 98-99. 
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If you hire a Mexican to work for you he is likely 
to regard you as a potential source of all things 
needed and to become a somewhat importunate solic
itor of favors. Give him half a chance and he 
will get himself into your debt and stay there. 
In a word, he will relapse into peonage.^5 

Fergusson likewise supports the facts of peonage cited 

above, also suggesting the tendency of the paisanos to fall 

deeply into debt, if not as a peon to a patron, then as a 

debtor to his creditor, usually the trader who brought sup

plies into the territory and other "collectors" waiting 

for a share of his meager income. 

The government took a heavy tax and the trader a 
heavy profit. The Navajos constantly threatened 
not only his crops and his sheep and goats but 
even his wife and children. And if he saved any
thing from his masters and his enemies it was 
promptly grabbed up by the church. Weddings, 
baptisms and funerals were the great events of 
his life and for the proper celebration of each 
of these the padres charged exactly what the 
poor man had.^^ 

Although the paisanos were usually hopelessly in debt 

and not overly eager to rid themselves of these debts, they 

87 were always quick to welcome any stranger. "Whatever 
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sins these ignorant people may have to answer for," says 

Gregg, "we must accord to them at least two glowing 

88 

virtues—gratitude and hospitality." They made the visi

tor feel warmly welcome; and often when he offered to pay 

for his loding, the paisano would not name a fee but answer 

only "whatever you wish." In this way he often received 

more than he might have otherwise. On this same point 

Davis remarks: 
The people of all classes receive their friends 
with much genuine affection, and it is customary 
to embrace each other when they meet. Our hostess 
upon this occasion, if perchance I am on intimate 
terms with herself and family, will encircle me 
with her fair arms, or, in common parlance, salute 
me with what is vulgarly called a hug, while you, 
who are a stranger, must be content with a shake 
of the hand. To make this distinction between a 
person and his friends is certainly aggravating 
to him who falls in the vocative, but a short 
acquaintance will place the outsider upon an 
equally pleasant footing. If all the family 
should make their appearance, each one in turn 
will embrace you, which is not at all an unpleas
ant performance when the pretty daughters are a 
party to the operation, but it is much less agree-
cible to be hugged in the brawny arms of the 
father and brothers. This custom is universal 
among all classes, and even the filthy beggars 
in the street meet and embrace each other with 
an affection truly laughable.^ 

Davis completes his observations on the courtesy and polite

ness of Mexicans as follows: 
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The Mexicans are distinguished for their polite
ness and suavity, and the lepero, covered with 
abominations, often exhibits a refinement of man
ners and address that would well become a prince, 
and which they as well practice toward each other 
as toward strangers. In their houses they are 
particularly courteous, and in appearance even 
outdo the most refined code of politeness. It is 
customary for them to assure you that you are in 
your own house the moment you cross their thres
hold, or to place themselves entirely at your 
disposal.90 

The warmth and hospitality of the country people is 

further emphasized by Harvey Fergusson in The Conquest of 

Don Pedro. Upon his arrival in Santa Fe, Leo Mendes is 

ill and exhausted; nevertheless, he is graciously taken in 

by a former peon, now a barber, whose wife nurses Leo back 

to health. Leo welcomes their friendship and compassion 

which he finds to be a characteristic of the common 

Mexicans. 

So Leo Mendes was introduced to the society of the 
common Mexicans, and he found himself surprisingly 
at home in it. These people, like his own [Jewish], 
had a history of oppression. They had the same 
quick compassion and feeling of responsibility for 
each other, the same mordant humor and fatalistic 
outlook. He was not one of them, but they treated 
him as though he were, and he could understand and 
appreciate them.^l 

Another, similar observation upon the courteous nature of 

these people is presented by Cleve Hallenbeck. 

9°ibid. 

^Ipergusson, The Conquest of Don Pedro, p. 42. 
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The New Mexican's courtesy and hospitality are 
recognized even by his most inconsiderate critics. 
It seems to be a natural, not acquired, trait, 
even in small children. Mrs. Susan Magoffin, in 
New Mexico in 1846, comments at length upon the 
politeness and intelligence of a little six-year-
old girl who sold her vegetables, and concludes 
with 'Just to see the true politeness and ease 
displayed by that child is truly amazing; it 
would put many a mother in the United States to 
the blush.' I myself have had similar and innu
merable experiences with New Mexicans of all 

Q2 
ages.^*^ 

This same kind and charitable nature is noted by early 

journalists in the area. George W. B. Evans in his journal, 

written in 1849, is particularly impressed with the charity 

shown toward beggars: 

There is only one thing creditable amongst this 
people. I noticed the approach to the market of 
a host of beggars who never applied to anyone 
without receiving alms. Many of these are blind 
and live upon the gifts of others from day to 
day.9 3 

Josiah Gregg equally praises this virtue of the Mexican peo

ple. He feels that the religious convictions of these peo

ple were the force responsible for their unselfish, 

94 charitable nature. At a later date, Owen Wister comments 
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on the good manners and good nature of the common Mexican 

as follows: 

I notice always how civil and courteous the 
humblest Mexican is in his manners. One came to 
our camp and sat on his horse and held a conver
sation with us consisting of four words and five 
minutes, during which he smiled with continual 
gaiety. He was a patch of rage but perfectly 
happy—and when he bade us good-bye and rode 
away, we all commented upon the pleasant manner 
he had.95 

On the whole, the common Mexican seems to have been 

content and happy with his social position. Like the ricos 

the mestizo class enjoyed dances, called fandangos, and 

96 social gatherings. These events are frequently used by 

Fergusson to emphasize the contentment and happiness of the 

common people. In The Conquest of Don Pedro (1954) Leo 

Mendes attends these Saturday night affairs in Santa Fe. 

During one of his first visits to the fandango a bold young 

Mexican widow insists on teaching him to dance. This task 

is soon taken over by a number of young senoritas, who 

thoroughly enjoy their chore. Leo awakens the next morning 

Owen Wister, Owen Wister Out West, His Journals and 
Letters, ed. by Fanny Kemble Wister (Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, 1958), pp. 236-37. 

^^Further information may be found in George W. B. 
Evans, Mexican Gold Trail, the Journal of a 49'er, ed. by 
Glenn S. Dumke (San Marino: Huntington Library Publication, 
1945) and Kate L. Gregg, ed., The Road to Santa Fe 
(Albuquerque: The University of New Mexico Press, 1952). 
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97 with the "memory of clinging, laughing girls" haunting 

him. 

The kindness and generosity of the Mexican people is 

touched upon on several occasions by Willa Gather in her 

novel Death Comes for the Archbishop (194 9). One of the 

best examples of this overwhelming generosity comes when 

the Bishop desperately needs money for his church in Denver. 

In order to obtain the money he plans a trip south to visit 

the Mexican people: "Down among the Mexicans, who owned 

nothing but a mud house and a burro, he could always raise 

98 money. If they had anything at all, they gave." 

Thus the paisanos were poor, humble country fellows 

hopelessly in debt; yet, they were happy people. They were 

kind, generous, and—above all—very religious. Josiah 

Gregg feels that their religion is the reason for the 

numerous virtues of the mestizo class, in general: 

'There is scarcely a race of people on the face 
of the earth more alive to the dictates of 
charity,' but he, reluctant to concede inherent 
virtues to any race other than his own, add that 
this 'more owing perhaps to the force of reli
gious instruction than to real sympathy for the 
suffering of the indigent and helpless.99 

^"^Fergusson, The Conquest of Don Pedro, p. 59. 

^^Willa Gather, Death Comes for the Archbishop (New 
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1949), p. 259. 

^^Quoted in Hallenbeck, Land of the Conquistadores, 
p. 327. 
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But Hallenbeck maintains that in this statement Gregg was 

wrong in his observation. 

He was wrong. The sympathy was real and extended 
even to unfortunate aliens. No New Mexican ever 
lauglied at another's misfortunes, even though the 
victim were an enemy, and I never have heard one 
speak ill of an enemy who was dead or vanquished. 
'Let God be his judge,' they say. Gregg remarks, 
disparagingly, that the laws of New Spain made no 
provision for paupers. I know not how it may 
have been in other Mexican states, but in New 
Mexico no community had room for so cold-blooded 
a thing as an orphanage or a poorhouse. There 
was a home—humble, usually, but nevertheless a 
home—for every orphan and for every helpless 
indigent.-'-00 

The religious nature of the paisanos is treated in 

great depth by Willa Gather in Death Comes for the Arch

bishop (1949). Bishop Latour first realizes the thirst for 

religious enlightenment and the overwhelming hospitality 

of the Mexican people when he is wearily traveling from 

Santa Fe south into Old Mexico. He happens upon a small 

Mexican settlement and is greeted by a young girl. "He 

thought he had never seen a kindlier face. Her greeting 

was that of a Christian." She takes the padre to her 

father's home, where he spends the night. The following 

day is a holiday to celebrate baptisms and marriages by 

the father's blessing, and to hold confirmations and con

fessions. The Bishop is greatly impressed with the religious 

l°°Ibid., pp. 327-28. 

Gather, Death Comes for the Archbishop, p. 24. 
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enthusiasm of these people. Later in the same novel Father 

Vaillant is given two white mules by a member of his parish. 

These mules are the Mexican's most prized possessions, yet 

he gives them to the padre to do God's work. Senor Lujon 

"felt he had been worried out of his mules, yet he bore no 

resentment. He did not doubt Father Joseph's devotedness, 

102 nor his singleness of purpose." 

The romance in Southwest writing of the common Mexican 

as gentle, kind, charitable, well-mannered, religious, and 

humble is probably most idealized in Witter Bynner's poem 

"A Countryman": 

Swinging a blanket over his left shoulder. 
Wearing its bright-coloured heart upon his sleeve. 
He takes up his bed and walks. It serves him well 
For warmth at night on his mat, or in the evening 
Against a wind that pours along the lake. 
Even at noon it hangs from his neck to his ankle, 
Unneeded in the sun except as a king 
Always has need to be wearing majesty. •'•O3 

In addition to the vaquero and the paisano there appear 

some very colorful characters such as the horse thief 

Pascual Orozco of Behind the Mountains (1956). This roman

tic and ruthless character, who has long been the hero of 

Pino Baca, is dramatically described by Oliver La Farge: 

He was tall. His dark hair had coppery glints in 
it, and the Western-style mustache that framed his 

l^^Ibid., p. 63. 

l ^ \ i t t e r Bynner , Ind ian Ear th (New York: Alfred A. 
Knopf, 1929 ) , p . 16 . 
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firm, cruel mouth was definitely red. His eyes 
were black, and when he was angry they seemed to 
be armed. His skin was dark from years and years 
of sun and wind—not from any apparent Indian in
heritance. He was aquiline, and handsome. He 
affected black clothing of considerable elegance, 
partly for dramatic effect and partly because it 
was a good color for his night operations.104 

To Pino Baca, Orozco's ruthless actions are just as 

intriguing as his physical appearance. Orozco always carries 

an eleven-inch barrelled, pearl-handled Colt .45. In addi

tion to the pearl inlay, the gun handle has a perfect diamond 

embedded in it. He also wears a cartridge belt to which is 

attached a Mexican holster with an eagle embroidered on its 

side. Orozco's already magnified image soars when he throws 

a rock and kills a grouse in flight which Pino has just 

missed with his .22 rifle. However, the horse thief destroys 

his image in one single incident which reinforces his ideal

ized deadly nature: behind his car he drags a dog at the 

end of a rope until it is dead. Finally, this romantic 

villain, Pascual Orozco, is a landowner, but he prefers to 

make his living by stealing and trading. He resents the rule 

of the rico class and does not yield beneath their power. 

A similar character, Aurelio Beltran, appears in The 

Conquest of Don Pedro (1954). In addition to being a "proud 

fierce, restless man, who cherished his freedom and 

La Farge, Behind the Mountains, p. 29. 
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independence," he is a professional hunter who has refused 

to become indebted to the patron Don Vierra. He is, gen

erally, an impressive man. 

He stood well over six feet, broad-shouldered, 
erect and powerful, a man with no softening com
fortable fat anywhere about him and no smile upon 
his face. It was a massively aquiline face with 
an imposing nose and deep-set eyes. The hair was 
straight and black, but Leo knew at once that 
this was no Indian. Beltrdn was a Spaniard of 
the lean and taciturn breed which has been pro
ducing fighters and fanatics for a thousand 
years. 

He is, furthermore, very proud: "'I am no peon,' he 

said emphatically. 'I would rather eat acorns than go into 

107 

debt.'" He also is very loyal to Leo and is an influ

ential figure in the success of their store in Don Pedro. 

In his words and actions he reflects "the bitterness of a 

proud and isolated man," despising, "the common Mexicans 

for their humility, their feudal dependence" and hating 

108 "the rich for their arrogance and for owning the earth." 

These two romantic figures, Orozco and Beltran, are 

exceptions to the type of mestizo that is usually found in 

Southwestern literature; however, these characters were not 

so uncommon in the society of the Southwest. Although 

105 
Fergusson, The Conquest of Don Pedro, p. 8 

l^^Ibid., p. 14. 

l^^Ibid., p. 16. 

l^^Ibid., p. 30. 
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both have been somewhat idealized in these novels, their 

type actually lived in the early New Mexico territory. 

The common peasant women like the rico women are 

idealized at some length in Southwestern literary en-

109 
deavor. In the early journal of James 0. Pattie appears 

one of the first descriptions of the dress of the Mexican 

women. 

The women wear upon the upper part of the person 
a short petticoat fastened around the waist with 
a red or blue belt, and something of the scarf 
kind wound around their shoulders. Although ap
pearing as poorly, as I have described, they are 
not destitue of hospitality; for they brought us 
food, and invited us into their houses to eat, 
as we walked through the streets. ilO 

Matt Field, too, offers his impressions of the Mexican women, 

The ladies invariably wear either a veil or shawl 
thrown over their heads. They wear no hat or 
other covering for the head, but are never seen, 
in doors or in the street, without their shawl 
or scarf. They are all dark complexioned, some 
of them pretty, but many of them plain, and most 
of them ugly. Generally, they are but slightly 
removed from the Indians, and these paint their 

109 
Supportive information may be found in J. Ross 

Browne, Crusoe's Island; A Ramble in the Footsteps of Alex
ander Selkirk, with Sketches of Adventure in California and 
Washoe (New York: Harper, 1854); Ruth Laughlin Barker, 
Caballeros (New York: Appleton-Century, 1935); Susan Shelby 
Magoffin, Down the Santa Fe Trail and Into Mexico, The Diary 
of Susan Shelby Magoffin in 1846-47, ed. by Stella M. Drumm 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1926); H. A. Wise, Los 
Grigos or An Inside View of Mexico and California With 
Wanderings in Peru, Chile, and Polynesia (London: Richard 
Bentley, 1849); and John James Peck, The Sign of the Eagle; 
A View of Mexico 1830 to 1855. ed. by Richard F. Pourade 
(San Diego: Union-Tribune Publishing Co., 1970). 

Pattie, Personal Narrative, p. 55. 
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faces like the Indians, with vermilion, by way 
of ornament.Ill 

In the 1857 journal of William Watts Hart Davis one finds 

much the same description: 

The dress of the peasant women seldom consists 
of more than a chemise and enaguas, or petticoat 
of homemade flannel, generally of bright colors. 
They usually go barefooted, and wear the rebozo 
upon the head. The common people have also im-
proved in their style of dress since the Ameri
cans have had possession of the country. A few 
years ago the serape, or blanket, was universally 
worn, and that which served for a bed at night 
served for a suit of clothes during the day. The 
head is thrust through a hole in the middle, and 
the whole person is enveloped in its ample folds. 
This article of clothing is gradually disappear
ing, and its place is being supplied with shirts 
and coats. A large proportion of the peasantry 
in the country still dress in tanned deer-skin, 
and wear moccasins upon the feet.112 

The common Mexican woman, so realistically pictured in 

the matter-of-fact journal above, however, receives a more 

idealized characterization in literature, where a great 

deal of emphasis is placed on the beauty and kindness of 

these women and where remarks concerning their beauty and 

character abound. For instance the beauty and mannerisms 

of Kit Carson's wife, who is a typical Mexican woman, are 

described in Willa Gather's Death Comes for the Archbishop 

(1949) : 

Field, Matt Field on the Santa Fe Trail, p. 312. 

112 
Davis, El Gringo, p. 61. 
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The Senora received him with that quiet but un
abashed hospitality which is a common grace in 
Mexican households. She was a tall woman, 
slender, with drooping shoulders and lustrous 
black eyes and hair. Though she could not read, 
both her face and conversation were intelligent. 
To the Bishop's thinking, she was handsome; her 
countenance showed that discipline of life which 
he admired. She had a cheerful disposition, too, 
and a pleasant sense of humour.H3 

The kindness and compassion of the Mexican woman are 

further exemplified in the same novel by the young Mexican 

girl Magdalena. Magdalena is married to a brutal American 

who savagely murders her three babies shortly after their 

births and four travelers who stop at the adobe hut near 

the roadside. When the two padres stop at this same hut 

one cold rainy evening to spend the night, this brave young 

Mexican girl hastily warns them to travel on to the next 

village. They take the girl's advice and are later thankful 

that they did. After Magdalena escapes from her husband, 

she again meets the padres and tells them of her husband's 

cruelty. The padres, who are greatly indebted to the young 

Mexican girl for saving their lives, then arrange for the 

girl to live with a group of nuns in Santa Fe. Her warning 

is never forgotten. 

A similar degree of warmth and compassion is revealed 

in Fergusson's description of the condition of Leo Mendes 

when he arrives in Santa Fe. His appearance draws the 

ll'^Cather, Death Comes for the Archbishop, p. 154. 
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attention and pity of the Mexicans and especially the 

Mexican women. 

Small boys gathered first to stare at him and 
then the Velardes happened along and stopped 
to look, and he heard the woman speak that 
invariable word of compassion: 'Pobrecito!* 
It meant literally 'poor little thing,' but 
Mexican women applied it to all suffering 
creatures, human and otherwise.114 

Several individualized types of mestizo women appear 

in Southwest literature. In The Conquest of Don Pedro 

(1954) there is the social outcast, the witch. Leo Mendes 

first encounters Dolores Pino, the witch, as she parades 

around the plaza as was customary in Santa Fe on Saturday 

night. Fergusson gives a very romantic picture of this 

mysterious lady: 

She was a large handsome woman of indeterminate 
age, with a fine brown skin, heavy black hair 
and a deep bosom. She had the gliding walk of 
an Indian and also the perfect bearing. She 
might have carried a cup of water on her head 
without spilling a drop. She wore always a 
blue cotton dress, very clean and starched, a 
black silk shawl about her shoulders and tur
quoise earrings, set in silver. At a glance 
she looked like a woman of the people, but her 
silk shawl about her shoulders and turquoise 
earrings set her apart. So, even more, did her 
strange manner, for she never looked right or 
left, never smiled and never greeted anyone. 
Proud and self-contained, she moved through the 
crowd as though it had not been there. 

114 

Ibid., p. 60. 

Fergusson, The Conquest of Don Pedro, p. 41. 
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Her mannerisms as well as her mysterious actions character

ize her as a romantic personality. She and Leo have a 

unique relationship which never really develops beyond a 

physical affinity and an unspoken awe of each other. 

Another special kind of mestizo woman appears in Behind 

the Mountains (1956). She is an old, blind beggar woman. 

La Tulisa. She is ragged and dirty but always keeps her 

infant grandson immaculate. La Tulisa is an extremely 

religious woman and is especially active in the Penitente 

cult. She is a grotesque figure but always amazingly 

cheerful. 

The blind woman's part in all that [Penitente 
rituals] set her apart, threw over her an aura of 
association with penances beyond imagining. This 
blended with the known picture of her as a kneel
ing figure, a slender bundle with the small oval 
of her head above it, entirely cased in a black 
shawl, by the altar in the church and in the lamp 
and candle light beside a bier. There was about 
her an atmosphere of worship, pain, and sorrow, 
in addition to dirt and rags, combined with which 
her habitual cheerfulness only made her more 
incongruous. H ^ 

Many other mestizo women share the religious instinct of 

La Tulisa. Even Dolores Pino, the witch, is a deeply re

ligious woman. She told Leo about herself, "I am a good 

and pious woman. I go to church and confess my sins. I 

La Farge, Behind the Mountains, p. 98. 
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pay my tithes and give to the poor. And I have never harmed 

117 anyone." 

Another example of the religious depth of the mestizo 

women is presented in Gather's Death Comes for the Arch

bishop (1949). Late one snowy winter evening while on his 

way to the sacristy the Bishop spies the crouching figure 

of an old woman in the doorway of the church. As he takes 

her inside, he recognizes her as the old Mexican slave of 

an Anglo Protestant family who will not allow her to attend 

mass. She has bravely crept to the church to pray. While 

she and the Bishop pray together in the sacristy, the 

Bishop receives from this devout old woman an inspiration 

which is beyond his expectations. Through the Bishop's 

experience the religious old woman is romanticized. 

He was able to feel, kneeling beside her, the 
preciousness of the things of the altar to her 
who was without possessions; the tapers, the 
image of the Virgin, the figures of the saints, 
the Cross that took away indignity from suffer
ing and made pain and poverty a means of fellow
ship with Christ. Kneeling beside the much 
enduring bondwoman, he experienced those holy 
mysteries as he had done in his young manhood. 
He seemed to feel all it meant to her to know 
that there was a Kind Woman in Heaven, though 
there were such cruel ones on earth. Old peo
ple, who have felt blows and toil and known the 
world's hard hand, need, even more than children 
do, a woman's tenderness. Only a Woman, divine, 
could know all that a woman can suffer.-^1^ 

117 
Fergusson, The Conquest of Don Pedro, p. 63. 

118 
Gather, Death Comes for the Archbishop, p. 217. 
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The impression of the old woman and her deep religious 

convictions remain with the Bishop for the remainder of 

his life. 

Not only was the mestizo woman idealized in the liter

ature of the Southwest through descriptions of her tender

ness, compassion and religious nature, but also by accounts 

of her beauty. Unlike the earlier passage in which Gregg 

describes the peasant woman. Witter Bynner presents a por

trait of a woman of the common people in his poem "A 

Beautiful Mexican" which appeared in Indian Earth (1929). 

This poem portrays a beautiful Mexican woman as a microcosm 

of the sunset of Chapala. 

There where she sips her wine, her copper brow 
Is itself the sunset. Her eyes are lifted now 
Her eyes are evening-stars. I have seen many 
Chapala sunsets—but never before have I seen one 
Come down from the mountain to be a beautiful woman. 
To shadow a table with a dusk of light 
From a bare arm and then, alas, to rise 
And turn and go, leaving a sudden darkness .-'--̂^ 

A similar romanticization of the mestizo woman occurs in 

Carl Sandburg's Smoke and Steel: 

The day in red, she in the chile con carne red. 
Brilliant as the shine of a pepper crimson in 

the summer sun. 
She behind a false-face, the much sought-after 

dancer, 
the most sought-after dancer of all this 
masquerade, 

The lady in red-sox and red-hat, ankles of willow. 

ll^Bynner, Indian Earth, p. 24. 
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crimson arrow amidst the Spanish clashes of 
music, 
I sit in a corner 
watching her dance_first with one man 
and then another.-'* " 

A comparison of the more realistic treatment of the 

men and the women of the mestizo class with the literary 

depiction of them suggests the degree to which the latter 

romanticizes them. The class itself emerges as a group of 

people bound together by their love of the earth. The 

paisano is a man of the soil, a man of the country. He 

"asks nothing better than to live his whole life on one 

patch of soil scratching it for a living, laying his bones 
121 

in it at last." The life of the paisano is a simple life 

which is filled with his work, his family and his church. 

The paisano manages only a meager income, and his home is 

simple. He does not ask for luxuries, but demands only the 

barest necessities. These common people display the most 

courteous manners toward any guest in their homes. They are 

a compassionate, tender, warm people, in whose lives religion 

plays an important role. The paisano's loyalty to the church 

is illustrated by his tithes and gifts. He devotedly attends 

mass and celebrates the religious holidays. Overall, the 

120 
Carl Sandburg, Smoke and Steel, Slabs of the Sun

burnt West, Good Morning, AmericZ (New York: Harcourt 
Brace and Company, n.d.), p. 78. 
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the paisano is a cheerful, happy person who accepts his 

role in society and enjoys his humble life. Though his 

recreational activities are somewhat limited—cock fights, 

^^^ correr de gallo and fandangos, he nevertheless thrives 

on these gala festivities. 

Among the paisanos is the very special type of the 

vaquero, who makes his living by caring for the herds of the 

rico. He contentedly watches the cattle; and when the time 

comes, he delivers them to the market. He is an expert cow

man and handles horses just as well. No one can match his 

horsemanship. When mounted the vaquero is the king of the 

plains. 

Unlike many paisanos and vaqueros who are bound in 

peonage to either a rico or a trader, there is also a spe

cial breed of country man who is too proud to serve the 

ricos, the rebel who resents the power of the rico and re

fuses to be overpowered by this wealth. This man, however, 

is often a horse thief or cattle rustler, though he some

times appears as the proud, individualistic hunter like 

Aurelio Beltran. 

The women of the mestizo class are romanticized in 

Southwestern literature in much the same manner as the men. 

Their tender, compassionate nature is greatly emphasized, 

as is also their religious devotion. The beauty of these 

women, like the beauty of the rico women, does not escape 

the eye of the Southwestern writer. 
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The role of the mestizo class thus emerges as a pic

ture of a kind, generous, compassionate people of deep 

religious convictions. Their life is simple, and changes 

are few. "They ask of the earth only a living," says 

Fergusson, "and imitate the past because it has seemed 

^ ..122 good. 

l^^Ibid., p. 108. 



CHAPTER III 

ROMANTIC PORTRAYALS IN LATER SOUTHWEST FICTION 

The literature of the Southwest characteristic of the 

late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries transformed 

the Mexican American of this era into a new romantic 

figure. Writers of this period idealized the entire Mexican 

society from the lowest peon to the influential rico. Inter

estingly enough, even though contemporary American litera

ture generally is held by literary historians to be 

predominately realistic, this form of romantic idyl has 

continued to appear in more recent Southwestern literature 

as well. 

The authentic hidalgo of the rico class appeared in the 

early literature as a strong, good man who took great pride 

in his heritage, his land and his family. He worked with 

his peones and cared for them when necessary, receiving 

their faithful service and unquestioned respect. He was 

pictured as a proud, arrogant landowner, whose time was con

sumed by parties, hunting, gambling, drinking, and women, 

but whose status was unapproachable. The rico who appears 

in the Southwestern literature of the mid-twentieth century 

is very similarly conceived. This rico gentleman is also 

very wealthy, too proud to associate with anyone of a lower 

67 
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123 social class, and eager to enjoy the luxuries of life. 

As an example may be cited the two brothers in Josephina 

Niggli's Step Down, Elder Brother (1947). Don Raphael 

Vazquez de Anda and his brother, Agapito, are proud, wealthy 

men of an old established Monterrey banking family. Don 

Raphael refuses to accept the apparent emergence of the 

middle class of the Mexican society above the traditional 

peon status and is shocked when one of his daughters marries 

into this lower social class. Don Raphael, much like the 

earlier ricos, is the head of his family and no one is to 

question his authority. His brother, Agapito, is obses

sively possessed by the fact of his wealth and his status, 

which is above most Monterrey citizens. The Vazquez de 

Anda family's position is well defined by a young middle 

class woman in her conversation with a younger member of 

the Vazquez de Anda family: 

"Why should you know me? You are the Vazquez 
de Anda, and I . . . ." Her head tilted to one 
side, and the full red lips smiled slightly. "I 
am a person of no consequence." 

"You say my name as though it were a title. 
It means nothing . . . " 

"In Monterrey it means everything. Your uncle 
Agapito is a king . . . " 

123 
Another example of this rico may be found in Robert 

Ramsey, Fiesta (New York: The John Day Company, 1955). 
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"A pirate king." 

"Does it matter? He has power." 

Both of these arrogant and conceited men, Don Raphael and 

Don Agapito, appear as idealized ricos. 

Another romanticized rico appears in Paul Horgan's 

The Return of the Weed (1936). This character is the proud 

old aristocrat and former patron who now resides in the Elks 

Club in Albuquerque. Although he has lost his land and his 

material wealth, Don Elizario retains the dignity of the 

hidalgo. He graciously offers his whiskey to two American 

businessmen who have come to ridicule him. At the same time 

Don Elizario's actions reveal the fun-loving nature of the 

romantic rico. 

"You're a right busy man, Don Elizario," said 
the laundryman with a gleam of his eye across 
his thin nose at the insurance man. "Sittin' 
here all day and workin' at your likker." 

The Don leaned back and rolled a gurgling 
laugh deep down in his contented throat. 

The insurance man said, 

"Well, it's a job you can do better than most, 
Don Elizario, eh?—You just better keep at it, 
we'd never get anything done in the town if we 
waited on the earliest settlers, now would we." 

"No, no," said the old man. "My people have 
no gift for business. They are too fond of life.--

124 
Josephina Niggli, Step Down, Elder Brother (New 

York: Rinehart and Company, Inc., 1947), p. 57^ 
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Your glass."1^^ 

In Tom Lea's The Brave Bulls (1949) appears still another 

patron, the owner of a bull ranch of great fame. His phys

ical description is very similar to the patrons described 

by the early nineteenth century journalists. 

Don Tiburcio Balbuena came forward, extending 
his hand. He was tall, spare, with white mustaches, 
and he was dressed in tight leather charro clothes, 
well worn, under a magnificent sombrero with a hat 
string biting into his monumental chin.12^ 

In this patron is reflected the pride which stems from the 

tradition of the ranch and the brave bulls that it raises. 

The caballero as well as the hidalgo appears in ideal

ized form in later Southwestern writing and in works out

side the region which use the Southwest as subject matter. 

In "Pastor Caballero," a poem by Wallace Stevens, a pastoral 

caballero is strongly reminiscent of once warfaring horsemen 

of the Spanish Southwest. 

The importance of its hat to a form becomes 
More definite. The sweeping brim of the hat 
Makes of the form Most Merciful Capitan. 
If the observer says so: grandiloquent 
Locution of a hand in a rhapsody. 
Its line moves quickly with the genius 
Of its improvisation until, at length. 
It enfolds the head in a vital ambiance, 
A vital, linear ambiance. The flare 

12 5 

Paul Horgan, The Return of the Weed (New York: 
Harper and Brothers, 1936), p. 71. 

Tom Lea, The Brave Bulls (Boston: Little, Brown 
and Company, 1949), p. 81. 
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In the sweeping brim becomes the origin 
That, nameless, it creates an affectionate name. 
Derived from adjectives of deepest mine. 
The actual form bears outwardly this grace. 
An image of the mind, an inward mate. 
Tall and unfretted, a figure meant to bear 
Its poisoned laurels in this poisoned wood. 
High in the height that is our total height. 
The formidable helmet is nothing now. 
These two go well together, the sinuous brim 

And the green flauntings of the hours of peace. 

Luis Bello, a matador, though not born a caballero, be

comes one in Tom Lea's The Brave Bulls (1949). Although 

Belle's family is poor and at the very bottom of the social 

scale, Luis has managed to break into the elite society of 

Mexico through his magnificent cape work in the bull ring. 

He is romantically described by the following passage: 
In Madrid Al Sesgo wrote: 'No more interesting 
gift to the Brave Festival has come from the 
recent exchange of toreros between our country 
and Mexico than the phenomenal swordsman Luis 
Bello. His style with the cape is sound, he 
places banderillas with the ease of his compa
triots, but the real value of his work is his 
devotion to the Hour of Truth. He brings honor 
and meaning again to the third period of the 
lidia in these days of the ballet masters of 
the red cloth.12^ 

The description continues: 

He emerged from his labors in full apotheosis 
after the award of four ears, two tails and a 
foot, and being carried to his hotel on 
shoulders.129 

127 Wallace Stevens, The Collected Poems of Wallace 
Stevens (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1935), pp. 379-80. 
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Lea, The Brave Bulls, pp. 61-62. 

Ibid., p. 62. 
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Yet even though Bello has achieved recognition in the 

higher ranks of Mexican society, his loyalty to his family 

remains steadfast according to the romantic tradition of 

the caballero. He insures the career of his younger 

brother, Pepe, by refusing to accept any bull fights unless 

Pepe is also billed to fight, and with his earnings Bello 

purchases a new home for his mother. This statement summa

rizes Belle's feelings for his family: "'People like Bellos 

don't exist,' he said, 'except in a family. To keep living 

we got to help each other from the time we're born.'"!"^^ 

The strength of family ties among Mexicans is also re

vealed in several other works. In Niggli's Step Down, 

Elder Brother (1947) Margara, a middle class woman, displays 

her devotion to her father when she says, "As long as my 

father lives there can be no love for me. And afterwards, 

131 

perhaps no love either." A similar sense of family devo

tion is exemplified by the conversation between two Mexicans 

on a crowded bus in Monterrey— 

"Am I not from Monterrey, and my name not 
Elizondo? Go down to the governor's palace and 
see it written for yourself. The Elizondos were 
here before the mountains, all the world knows 
that." 

"There are many Elizondos," snorted the driver, 
"all over the Republic, all over the world." 

130-,., ra 
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"Who speaks against the Elizondos?" yelled a 
voice from the back of the bus. "And I an 
Elizondo?" 

"I speak," shouted the bus driver, and repeated 
it in a louder shout to top the inevitable honking 
that had ^tarted behind the stalled bus. "Me, I 
am a Martinez." 

"So am I!" shrilled a lean young man, standing 
up on a seat. "Is there any here who says a 
Martinez is not as good as an Elizondo?"l32 

But whereas the idle members of the rico class of the 

late nineteenth century literary works are extremely care

ful to preserve the "sangre azul," the younger members of 

the rico class in Step Down, Elder Brother (1947) are not 

so concerned. Sofia Vazquez, who is especially unaffected 

by the tradition of marrying within the rico class, ex

presses her opinion on such matters to her older brother, 

Domingo: 

"I meant what I said about new blood. We are too 
inbred, we old families, too proud of our grandeur. 
There is no shame in having been a servant. Honest 
labor wears its own dignity."133 

This same idea of the decay of the sense of strict social 

structure may be seen in Claud Garner's novel. Wetback 

(1947). Dionisio Molina, a young Mexican who is 

l^^Ibid., p. 17. 

1-̂ -̂ Ibid. , p. 72. 

Further information may be found in Harvey Fergusson, 
The Blood of the Conquerors (New York: Modern Age Books, 
inc., 1937) and Josephina Niggli, Mexican Village (Chapel 
Hill: North Carolina University Press, 1945). 
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illegally living in the United States, marries the daughter 

of a well-respected Mexican who is a United States citizen. 

The description of the wedding suggests the difference of 

social standing but does not condemn it: 

The small San Juan church was filled. Rosita 
wore her mother's gown and veil which were a lit
tle yellowed with age but still beautiful. With 
her high-heeled shoes and a large black comb in 
her hair she looked taller and older. The long 
flowing veil of delicate lace fell gracefully 
from her head to the floor. She was a beautiful 
bride, and as Dionisio met her before the altar 
he realized what an exceptional prize had had won. 
Her parents made a fine-looking, aristocratic 
couple standing behind Rosita, and as he took his 
place beside her Dionisio felt like a scrub buck 
next to a thoroughbred Angora doe.135 

Yet, on the whole, the romantic rico woman still sur

vives in the literature reflecting the social transition 

from the earlier society to that of the present day. In 

Step Down, Elder Brother (1947) , the elder Vazquez de Anda 

daughter, Brunhilda, is sent to the United States to study 

music in much the same way the young rico women of. the late 

nineteenth century literature were sent to boarding schools 

in Santa Fe; however, Brunhilda's'education is a formality 

which is not to be applied practically. 

She was a Vazquez de Anda. It would not be appro
priate for her to appear in paid performances in 
Mexico City, and she certainly was not talented 
enough to be invited to play at any of the great 

l"̂ Ĉlaud Garner, Wetback (New York: Coward-McCann, 
Inc., 1947) , p. 183. 
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music festivals for which such conductors as 
Stokowski and Sir Thomas Beecham were imported. 

Don Raphael would definitely never allow her 
to teach. The instruction of small children was 
a closed profession to the Vazquez de Anda 
pride.136 

Although the existence of an idealized mestizo class 

appears in modern Southwestern literature, the modern 

mestizo is, as often as not, born to be eager to overcome 

the difficulties and the social barriers which his earlier, 

more docile counterpart encountered for centuries, and be

comes thereby a member of a middle class of Mexican 

. . 137 society. 

One of the best portraits of the new "middle class" 

Mexican in modern literature is presented in Garner's Wet

back (1947) . This novel follows a courageous but poor 

young Mexican boy, Dionisio Molina, through his varied expe

riences as he tries to establish a new life in the United 

States. His first illegal entry into the United States 

meets with deportation. Again he illegally crosses the 

border and remains in the United States for several years, 

and again is eventually deported. However, during his stay 

in the United States he enjoys financial success as a goat 

rancher and overcomes hardships inflicted upon him by 

1"̂  Niggli, Step Down, Elder Brother, p. 27. 

1"̂ "̂ Additional information may be found in Carey 
McWilliams, North From Mexico (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippin-
cott Company, 194 9). 
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unscrupulous Americans. This taste of life and success in 

the United States where every man has opportunity for suc

cess regardless of his background, encourages Dionisio to 

acquire the necessary papers finally to return legally to 

the United States. The new middle class mestizo, in terms 

of his resistence and courage--like his earlier peon cousin--

is equally romanticized in later Southwest fiction. 

Romanticization of Garner's hero is reflected not only 

in enduring courage, but also by the fact that he is also 

at one time as a pastor of the type described by J. Frank 

Dobie in his article "Ranch Mexicans": 

Here the pastor wanders about with his flocks, 
camping for a while at one watering and then 
another, all his goods packed on a burro or two 
or in a little wagon. He cannot absent himself 
from his charges for even a day, except at rare 
times when he may be relieved. At intervals 
his boss or the vaciero (man in charge of a num
ber of sheep camps) brings supplies to him.-̂ 38 

Dionisio spends several months in a similar situation while 

he is engaged in a goat-raising partnership with Buck Hagan. 

While he lives alone on the open range in a small wagon, his 

days are filled with tending the goats and patiently await

ing occasional visits from Buck, who replenishes his food 

supply and brings news from the civilized world. Thus in 

this contemporary version of the American Mexican mestizo 

one may find the counterpart to the romantic mestizo figure 

l^^Dobie, "Ranch Mexicans," p. 170. 
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which appeared in the literature of the late nineteenth 

century. 

Much like the mestizo women of the late nineteenth cen-

f 
tury era is the young woman, Margara Velarde, in the later 

novel Step Down, Elder Brother (1947). She is a gracious 

and hospitable person and displays a great deal of family 

loyalty. Her physical appearance, too, is particularly 

striking— 

She was tall for a Mexican woman, nearly five 
feet, five inches. Her black hair was parted in 
the middle and fastened in a heavy knot at the 
nape of the long neck. Her forehead was broad, 
her eyes long under the arched brows, while the 
high cheekbones seemed to cut through the flesh. 
The chin was rounded, and the mouth wide but 
delicately cut.139 

A little later in the novel Margara's appearance is again 

described— 

She sat quietly, her hands folded in her lap. 
He noticed for the first time that her dress was 
a gray-green wool, plain to the point of severity. 
It was not fashionable, but it had a simplicity 
that made it right for her. The color heightened 
the honey tones of her flesh, and he knew that 
only a person learned in color would have dared 
put that olive green against her skin.i40 

As may be noted by the preceding discussion, the two 

principal classes of the early Mexican American society, 

rico and mestizo, have been idealized in later Southwestern 

Ibid., p. 58. 

Niggli, Step Down, Elder Brother, p. 54. 
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literature as well as earlier: the chief difference, per

haps , between the earlier and the more recent portraits, 

being the emergence of the middle class mestizo character 

and the beginnings of the decline of the earlier stricter 

social structure characterizing the rico. Nonetheless, 

this romanticization in the later work is still paramount. 



CONCLUSION 

During the past century the Mexican American as a 

literary subject in Southwestern literature, as the pre

ceding pages have shown, has undergone a definite transi

tion. The early accounts portray the Mexican rico class 

as a group of hard-working landowners who share the work 

load with their peones. They are kind, generous and reli

gious. The rico women in these early accounts are praised 

for their beauty, and notice is made of their simple 

attire. In their representation in later literature, how

ever, the ricos assume a new role. The patron becomes an 

arrogant and proud but lazy man. He is somewhat indifferent 

regarding the lives of his peones, who are merely pawns be

neath his control. The beautiful rico woman wears elaborate 

jewelry and expensive clothes. She, like her husband, 

flaunts symbols of her wealth not only in her dress but also 

in the magnificent decor of her home. Moreover this rico 

class has a rather lax moral code under which most married 

men support mistresses and the married women, too, have 

special male companions, yet at the same time maintaining 

a pious religious appearance by regularly attending mass 

and paying large sums to the church. Nevertheless, despite 

these latter day faults the rico class generally, as por

trayed in Southwest literature, possesses an air of dignity 
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and honor which characterizes all who fall within the class 

of the "sangre azul" and consequently is portrayed with an 

aura of romantic idealization. 

The mestizo class has also been idealized in Southwest 

literature. The early travel accounts and journals pre

sented the mestizos as a poor, and somewhat shiftless group 

of people, caught in the bondage of an eternal peonage; but 

at the same time very loyal to the patrons even though re

luctant to free themselves of the burden of servitude. In 

these same early accounts the vaquero, the flashy member of 

the mestizo class, is pictured as an excellent horseman, and 

the mestizo woman as a person of rather plain appearance and 

whose dress is somewhat shabby. Thus, though the early 

journals also record instances of the generous and compas

sionate nature of the mestizo, this class is generally repre

sented by them realistically as a lazy, shiftless, and 

rather vulgar group. 

In Southwestern literary expression of the late nine

teenth and early twentieth centuries however, the mestizo 

class becomes transformed into an idealized literary figure. 

The common mestizo man is frequently represented as the 

paisano who is bound to the soil by his love for the earth. 

He is satisfied to work the soil of one small area and earn 

his livelihood from this plot. The paisano, who is a simple 

man, enjoys the simple pleasures of life. The vaquero as a 
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special type of mestizo, is idealized through the descrip

tions of his excellent horsemanship, emerging as an inevi

table lord of the plains. The mestizo woman, too, is 

idealized. This woman whose physical appearance was earlier 

portrayed as being rather plain becomes a creature of myste

rious beauty. She is extremely compassionate and deeply 

religious. Thus the mestizo as a literary subject in 

Southwestern literature is romanticized in terms of his 

basic simplicity and humility, his generosity and compassion 

being magnified beyond an acceptable degree of reality. 

In more recent Southwest literature Mexican society is 

reflected as eliminating class structure; and although an 

aristocratic group still exists, a middle class begins to 

emerge. The old aristocrats who appear in this literature 

are similar to the earlier arrogant, proud ricos, though 

the younger members of the aristocratic class are not so 

concerned with the preservation of tradition. They do not 

find it necessary to respect traditions such as marrying 

within their social class, but support more liberal and 

humanitarian views. The family plays an important role as 

part of the developing middle class. Within the family the 

extremes of the social spectrum are drawn together by the 

loyalties which they have in common. Members of the new 

middle class of Mexican society are, moreover, often ideal

ized by an overwhelming optimism in their ability to 
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overcome the obstacles set before them and the great 

stamina displayed in overcoming these obstacles. Finally 

as in earlier accounts of them, the women of this class 

continue to be portrayed as romantically beautiful as part 

of the general romanticization of the Mexican American 

appearing in twentieth century Southwestern writing. 

With the exception of the earliest factual documents 

such as diaries and journals with their realistic assess

ment of the two classes of early Mexican Americans, liter

ary portrayal of them has then revealed a marked romantic 

trend. The decline of the aristocracy and the eventual 

amelioration of the lower class by middle class status 

have provided themes through which writers can make a state

ment about the fundamental humanity of Mexican American 

people. And one may conclude that although the times have 

changed, the characteristics of these people which have been 

felt by Southwestern writers to be most typical—the pride, 

arrogance, wealth, beauty, and family loyalty of the ricos, 

and the generosity, humility, courtesy, charity, religion, 

beauty, and loyalty of the mestizos—have not. It is the 

combination of these virtues of both groups, even among 

those of middle class status, that has been idealized by 

those writers who have chosen to embody them in literature; 

amd the romantic effect of such glorification, has left a 

permanent mark upon literary endeavor in the Southwest. 
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